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knife, the standard instrument of classic Western reason (discuIMI
aod exemplified in ZMM, pp. 63-67 aod 223). Altering the.".
from packets of information. we might say that the Western part 01
the backpack is made up of companments (Reality. Knowledp.
and Value) and that the compartments are in tum divided into ndI
categories "as idealism and realism, which are split into su~
sions, such as naive realism and critical realism. Before you eDID'>
ine the contents of these compartments, you should be aware of.
couple of things.
First. dividing philosophy into compartments is rather an ~
bitrary task. Nothing in the nature of humanity requires that •
be done at all, and nothing in the nature of philosophy or in sill
nature of talk about philosophy requires that it be dODe in aactly this way. In a different conten and for different purpa."
philosophy might be divided differendy or left undivided. .....
it has been divided into the basic triad of Reality, Know"
and Value simply because that fits in well with the philosophiCU
concerns of ZMM. My hope is to provide a handle on
philosophy that is also a haodle on the philosophies of p~
and the narrator.
Second, our three compartments are not three separate, ~

bted, airtight bins of thought. Questioning in one of the compartments £lows into questioning in the other two; an answer in one of
the compartments has repercussions in the other two. For example, you might ask whether reality is necessarily mind-dependent.
i.e.• whether whatever exists can only exist insofar as it is present
to some form of consciousness (a question in the Reality companment), and you might go on to ask how an alleged reality that
aisted outside the field of awareness of any and every mind could
be known (a question in the Knowledge comparunent). If your
answer to the Reality question is the idealist answer that everything
real is real in and for some mind or other, that answer will have
repercussions in the Value compartment. You won't be able-at
least not logically-to think of things as having value in themselves, apart from the activity of a valuing mind.
In other words, philosophical thinking flows freely wherever
the desire to understand and the questions generated by that desire
take it. It does not come prepackaged, compartmentalized. Only
tl/ier this thinking has left behind its product5--a proposition or
1ft of propositions that asserts and argues for a particular viewcan the comparunentalization occur. A compartmentalizer, who
mayor may not also be the original thinker f can then take these
thought products, compare them with others, and say that they
pertain to this or that compartment and that they represent this or
that category within the compartment. The compartmentalizer
might work with compartments already available or crah some
afreshj the person with the knife can slice reality one way or
IDOther-or not slice it at all. But neither the carving nor the
COmpartmentalizing should be confused with the original thinking
that is the hean aod soul 01 philosophy.
You might look at this section, with its compartments and
COntents, as a sort of intellectual menu. A menu can list and deSCribe various food offerings in ways that are both infonnative
and tantalizing, but the menu itself is not the meal, and the menu
tlnnOt guarantee that the food will be tasty, digestible, and
DOurishing. That depends upon the match between, on the one
~d, the food and cooking and, on the other, your palate and
~gestive system. The following menu of philosophical positions
II bound to leave you feeling empty if you don't taste and chew
::;e 01 the intellectual food that's offered, but even the best of
_Losophical cooks can"t guarantee a match for your intellectUal
....te.
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A PHILOSOPHICAL
BACKPACK-WESTERN
PHILOSOPHY

As you remove and peruse the Western portion of your philosoplt-

ical backpack, perbaps the firs< thing you will ootice is the anaiylic

wesces

To change the metaphor, yov might look at this section II •
sort of intellectual map (see the irltroductory part of Section 3). A
map has the advantage of ponableutility, but it offers no substitute
for the freshness of an actual intellectual journey. It can describe
various places and tell you how 10 get to them, perhaps offeriDc
more than one route, but it can't take the place of your choosinc
a destination or a route, taking me trip, and arriving someplace.
Nor can a map predict the satisfaction or dissatisfaction that you
will feel during the trip or upon arrival. Similarly, this section
describes various philosophical positions and some of the reason..
tng that has led thinkers to those positions, but it cannot take the
place of your deciding to follow (~nd perhaps extend) or dismiss a
particular line of reasoning, nor can it predict what might happea
if you sample an unfamiliar way of thinking.
When intellectual mapping activity and its products are con..
fused with or substituted for actwl intellectual journeying, something very important is lost. Flesh and blood people like
Phaedrus who try both to penetrate the mystery of life and make
sense of their own lives-philosophers in the original sense, "lov..
ers of wisdomU-are replaced by professional philosophers, specialists in abstract thinking who by their proficiency have earned
a badge that can be worn or removed as the occasion demands.
.("What do you want to be when you grow up?" "I want to be
a philosopher." "I think I know a place where you can get that
badge. U). And just as a way of thinking is divorced from a way
of living, so the resultant thought products-in the form of
writings-are divorced from both the living and the thinking,
and those who develop the skill of inspecting, naming, and da!"
sifying those thought products .uso usurp the name "philosophers, U thus effecting a further degradation of the name. ("What
do philosophers do?" "They in"l'estigate and classify the philO'"
sophical residue of other philosophers." "I think you've jusc
given a 'circular definition: " "Good point. I think you'd make
a good philosopher.")
I think it's important here, beiore the mapmaking and the map
reading begin, to draw attention to the difference between philos"
ophy as a way of life, a life centering on the search for wisdom, and
philosophy as badge-earning activity, activity that demonstrate'
either the ability for high-powered abstraction or the ability to
analyze and categorize the philomphical .residue of others. The

point is not that one i~ b~d and ~e other good-Q~ality ~an show
itself in both. The POlDt IS that, If both are to flOUrIsh, philosophy
as badge·earning activirw.hould not be allowed to masquerade as
philosophy pure and sin1lt1e. Calling attention to the distinction
between a map and a journey is one small effort in the direction of
preventing the masquerade. Mapping activity can stimulate an intellectual journey and point to a philosophical way of life, but it is
Dot in itself either one, and it can just as easily-perhaps more
easily-point to and participate in philosophy as badge-earning
activity.
I do not mean to suggest that mapping activity is worthless.
That would be to trivialize in advance what I am about to do.
("Poisoning the well"-in this case, my own-is what a "good
philosopher" might call it.) I just want to warn against a costly
confusion-and perhaps also protect myself against the invective of
Phaedrus. Phaedrus, you will recall, had angry words for those
professional academicians who followed in the footsteps of Aristotle the Mapmaker, not the harder-to-find Aristotle the lourneyer. These professionals have reduced teaching and learning to
naming and classifying and have thereby "smugly and callously
killed the creative spirit of their students" (ZMM, p. 325). Such
teachers might have been less prone to murder had they been more
alive to the distinction between a map and a journey. Perhaps my
emphasizing the distinction will call off the wrath of Phaedrus.
Perhaps it will also modulate the voice of another ghost that you
might hear in what follows, "the ghost of Aristotle speaking down
through the centuries-the desiccating lifeless voice of dualistic
reason" (ZMM, p. 326).
If you do experience a little desiccation from the carving, labeling, and compartmentalizing that follows, perhaps you will find
relief in the flowing waters of the dialogue that appears as the final
p?nion of this philosophical backpack. While the intellectual techruque of naming and classifying, in philosophy and elsewhere, goes
back to Aristotle, the dialogue as a mode of philosophical disCOurse goes back to Aristotle's teacher, Plato. I think it's quite
~tting that this baCKpack conclude with the mode of discourse
avored by "the essential Buddha-seeker" rather than with the
mode favored by "the eternal motorcycle mechanic" (see ZMM, p.
ll.1}-after all, ZMM concludes with the return of Phaedrus to the
driver's seat.
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REALITY
When you ask broad questions about reality, you have entered the

area of phil.pby known as metaphysics. The word itself ...
coined by Aristotle's followers sometime after AristOtle's

deadI.i

when it was used as the title for a particular set of AristotJe'e.
treatises. Why it was called Metaphysics is open to question. 0speculation is that the title originally referred to the location of Ibe
work within the collection of one of Aristotle's followers (Ad.rcmieus of Rhodes). Since this set of Aristotle's ueatises was located 011
the shelf Clafter" (meta in Greek) a work that dealt with "na~
(physica in Greek), the set was called Metaphysica. Another speculation is that Aristotle's followers coined the word as a way

of

saying that the treatises, because of their greater abstraetDell,
should be studied only after the treatises dealing with nature. It.
third speculation is that the title was meant to indicate that . .
treatises went intellectually ubeyond"-meta means "beyond" •

well as uaher"-the work on nature. Whatever the motivaciaa
behind the title, the book that was gathered together under the ddt

raised questions that cut wide and deep. It asked about the r.-

damental principles, the causes and constituents, not simply of dIiti
or that sector of things, but of all things, of whatever is, of " .
as a whole. Ever since the time that Aristotle's wide-ranging booi
was given its title, metaphysics has been the area of philosophy ia
which the broadest questions about reality are asked. As was stItecl
earlier, the work "metaphysics" has also come to be associa&ell
with the occult, with strange, seemingly inexplicable pheno~
that go beyond what is ordinarily considered natural. When . .
word "metaphysics" is used in ZMM it is used in the AristocdiID.
not the occult, sense.
Here are some examples of metaphysical questions: What
nature of reality? Is all reality of one basic kind? What is it? If thaeis more than one kind, how many kinds are there and what .they? If mind or consciousness is a basic principle, how basic is id
Can there be any reality that is nOt contained in a mind? Is thereone source or more than one source for all the things that are? If
there is one source, does that source have an existence that iJ
independent of all the things that come from it, or has it somebo1r
entered into all the things that come from it, or is it somehow bodI
independent of (transcendent) and present within (immanent) chi
things that come from it? If there is more than one source, what iI

is_

~

a,

the relation between or among them? Are they on the same level,
or is there a hierarchy? Are they antagonistic or cooperative?
Whatever the source or sources, are they subject to change in any
way or are they absolutely immutable? Is change real or illusory?
Is pennanence real or illusory? Are the many things of our experience really many or are they really one? Are they both one and
many? Why is there anything at all rather than nothing?
As you can see, these are nOt the questions that you typically
take along with you to spark a conversation at the hair salon. Why
in the world would anyone ever ask them? One answer is that
people ask them because they can, just as they climb the mountain
because it is there. Another answer is that sometimes a crisis that
removes a taken-far-granted sense of security brings on a metaphysical search for a new basis of security. If, for example. you are
used to thinking of the gods as the immortal sources of everything
else and you begin to lose faith in the existence of the gods, you
may begin to search for some other pennanent reality or realities
that explain what is. According to the narrator's reading (ZMM. p.
336), this is how metaphysical speculation got started in ancient

Greece.

REAL OR IDEAL?
Is reality "real" or "ideal"? That may seem like a strange question

!O ask,

but it is not so strange if you know what the tenns "realand "idealism" came to mean in the history of Western philosophy. At the outset, you should note that the philosophical use
of those terms is quite different from that found in everyday conversation. In everday conversation, we might say that a person
who knds to be a bit cynical about the purity of human motivation
or who at least is very practical and down-to-eanh is a "realist, 1J
1Vbereas a person who tends to believe the best about people or
1Vho, in any case, strives to reach and maintain the highest standards is an "idealist." This is not the distinction that Western
philosophical mappers have had in mind.
ha To become clear about the philosophical distinction, you first
ve to understand what is meant by "mind." A mind is a center
~onsciousness or awareness. As you read this section, various
. gs may enter your awareness: the texture and coloration of the
pruned page, meanings of words and phrases and statements, queslSDl"

~

a,

tions about what I'm driving at and what difference that miPI
make. and so on. Those things are "in" your mind-mental CODtents. If you reflect upon the awareness that somehow holds them.
you arc reflecting upon your mind. Notice that in doing so. yoa
are not sensing or thinking about the physical object that we call
the brain (unless perhaps this stuff is giving you a headache).
Whether or not the mind is totally dependent upon the brain is I
further question. Whatever the answer to that question, the fact
remains that you can be aware of your awareness without beios
aware of the physical object that neurophysiologists study. If's tba:
awareness of awareness that you should "k~p in mind"~OD'
worry about what your brain is doing-as we talk about the dittinction between philosophical realists and philosophical idealists.
Basically. a philosophical urealist" is a person who believes
that a thing can be real without being either itself a mind or CODtained in a mind. Reality is not, as such, mind-dependent. Whatever is to be said about the prevalence or importance of mind in the
universe. it is one thing to be real and another to be mental. A
philosophical "idealist, " on the other hand, says that a thing is tell
only insofar as it is a mind or contained therein. Reality, as suds,
is mind-dependent. A oonmental reality is a contradiction in tenDIo
A realist looks at a motorcycle and says that it could reallyexistor at least its real existence is conceivable---even if somehow aD
minds, all awareness. in the universe ceased to be. An idealist says
that the motorcycle is mental stuff. through and through. Tab
away mind and you take away the cycle. In a mindless universe, •
universe without awareness, there would be no visual conscioUlness. In such a universe, what would a motorcycle look like?
You can divide up philosophical realism in various ways. For
example. you can divide it up according to how realists suppon
their realism. If you divide it this way, your carving activity.,
yield "naive realism. "critical realism." and "pragmatic realism."
A "naive realist" suppons realism by saying that little or no ~
port is called for. Of course things can be real without beiDI
present in a mind. It's a matter of common sense. like the ...
rising and setting! The naive realist says, Do you want to 1al01F
how I refute the idealist position? I refute it by kicking this
(Samuel lohnson is reported to have refuted Bishop Berkelq"
idealism in just this way.) The vast majority of human beings 011
planet
are probably naive realists, whether or not they .....
ever paid explicit attention to philosophical questions or debalSt

(Of course, if you ask me how I know this, I might say something
silly, like ..It's a Maner of common sense''') By the way, the word
"naive," as it's used here, is not a pejorative term. It is simply the
mapper's way of noting the fact that realism can be and is embraced
on more or less spontaneous grounds.
A "critical realist." on the other hand. takes the claims and
argumentS of idealistS more seriously and believes that it's not
enough to embrace realism spontaneously. It has to be carefully
argued. not just proclaimed; and the case for realism has to be
made in the face of the case for idealism. The critical realist is
"critical" not in the sense of being "negative" but in the sense of
being "careful and reflective."
The case for idealism might run something like this: When you
are aware of something, what you are aware of is in your mind.
You cannot be aware of what is outside your mind. If you say that
you are aware of something outside your mind. for example a
motorcycle. you are making the contradictory claim that you are
aware of a motorcycle that is not in your awareness. If you are a
determined realist, you might say, of course. that the mental mo·
IOrCycie is caused by an exrramental one. and you might add that
you know the extramental motorcycle through the medium of the
mental one. But bow do you support such claims? Anything you
could refer to by way of suppOrt, any evidence you could offerfor instance the exhaust fumes-would also be in your mind; otherwise you couldn't refer to it. So you still haven't bridged the gap
between your mind and the alleged extramental thing. Sooner or
~ter you will have to join the company of idealistS and admit that
It's all in the mind.
. Before offering a counterargument, the critical realist might
~ant out that such a line of thinking flirts with "solipsism," the
~ that "I myself alone" exist. as a mind, since everything else is
only an ~tity in my awareness. The idealist might respond that the
logic of tdealism allows for the existence of more than one mind.
~IJlY of th~ things in my mind may be there through the influence
other mtnds. including the mind of my realist opponent. That
makes mOre sense than saying that the things in my mind are
lOtnehow. caused by things of an entirely different nature, extra~?tal thangs. What could those mysterious exrramental things be
Any positive conception I could have of them would be in
~f SOme fonn of consciousness (visual consciousness, aural
urness, tactile consciousness. intellectual consciousness.
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etc.). Even my conception of the Ktramental is bounded by
mental. As to what the alleged exrarnental might be in itsd/.
haven't a clue. When I talk about cher minds, on the other b
at least I know what I'm talkingabout. Moreover. the id
might continue, minds don't have;o be on the same level.
can be a Big Mind, a Universal Mid, a Creative Mind, that
and maintains everything that exist. Thanks to that Mind,
thing that enters your mind doesft begin to exist only wbaa •
enters your mind. It's already in tie Universal Mind. And
to that Mind. the book that you'e reading woo't vanish out
existence when you leave the roon!
As to the counterargument of t!'e critical realist, to draw ir:
let us use our analytic knife to care out of critical realism I
category, "transcendental realism.' Transcendental realista Oft
lot of their inspiration to Immam:1 Kant (1724-1804), who
actually a transcendental idealist, ot a transcendental realist. At
transcendental idealist, Kant rootd his version of idealism ill
attention he paid to the internal omecessary conJitums of po~.
experiential knowledge. He said tht if you paid attention &0
internal prerequisites, you would see that you can never
know things as they are in themseies, but only as they are
by your mind. The internal conlitions that Kant bad in
included your sense of space and pur sense of time and a
of specie~-wide categories, such s "substance," that you
around with you (see ZMM, pp. 1'6-119 and p. 116, above). •
the time of Kant, the word Utranscndental" has been assoc:IIIled.

philosophy with a kind of thinkin, ,hat seeks to support a

.•

by calling attention to the interna conditions of knowing. 1i
cendental realists say that when fOU pay close attention ~
conditions inherent in the procesmf knowing, you end up ID
realist camp rather than the idealit camp.
A transcendental realist mig}:: argue as follows:
have a desire to know somethiJg, you are consciously
toward what is-not toward a coft of what is or a mere sui"';"
for what is or a mere mental contnt, but toward whlll is.
your very desire to know, there j already an anticipatory a
ness, a general notion of what rolity is. It is toward ~
known toward which your desir to know is directed. WID
reach the target? That will depem upon your own reso.Uf'CII
what you are trying to know. Irnome instances you will. be
cessful through a combination oJexperience, understalldiDJ,

'Whet!
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judgment. To the data of experience you will bring questions that
somehow indicate what you want to know. The tension of questioning will every so often yield to the eureka experience of insight.
You've reached an understanding of how things might be, of a
possible unity or relationship that you previously didn't know.
However, not satisfied with an understanding of how things might
be, you will press on. You will bring to your understanding reftective questions that seek to detennine what conditions must be
fulfilled if you are to know that your understanding is correct. If
you are successful in detennining the conditions, you will push on
to see if you cao detennine whether or not the conditions are
fuJfilIed. If you are successful in that, you will be ready to make
judgments. You will have reached the to-he-known toward which
)'Ou were aiming. You will be able to say something about what is,
about reality. You don't have to confine your talk to mental contalIS, in spite of what the idealist says. You will have aimed further
Iban that and gotten there. (You can find an extended version of
tbis SOrt of argument in the work of the twentieth-century Canadian thinker Bernard Lonergan [1904-1984], especially in his mas·
Ia' work, Insight.)
You might notice that the sort of argument that comes out of
IrIDscendental realism illustrates what was said earlier about the
imerrelatedness of the compartments of philosophy. Transcenden1I1 realists make use of epistemological considerations-claims
reached within the compartment of Knowledge-to back up a
~hysical position-a position within the comparnnent of Re~When they are doing that, of course, they are nOt thinking of
lves as passing from the Reality compartment to the Knowl~ ~mpanment and back again (unless they are trying to map
~Journey while they are taking it). They are simply going with
trbeno~ of their own questioning. There might have been a time
.It was quite easy for seekers of wisdom to confine their
~tlon to questions about reality without finding themselves
IIUing qu~tions about knowledge. That day is gone. At least, it's
f?r thinkers who have passed through the trails carved out by
~opherswho ushered in the modern era, philosophers like
dao:se .and Hume and, especially, Kant. Once you've traversed
lao. trails, you're bound to find Reality considerations and
die. ledge considerations flowing into each other. The map is not
~rnC>:., but the journey is influenced by the maps you've seen.
e n3Jve realist says realism is simply a matter of common

te

sense. The critical realist says that the case for realism can IDCI
should be carefully argued. ootably by using Knowledge consid-

erations. The pragmatic realist says tbat the realist position is
proved by asking the practical question, What difference does R

make? If thinking of your life and the world in realist terms ("Reality is more than mental contents") is more fruitful than thinkiac
of your life and the world in idealist tenns ("It's all in the mind·').
then realism makes a positive difference and you've got good
grounds for adopting it. From a pragmatic viewpoint, the ultimate
test of the truth of any position is whether or not that position
works. Realism works.
How might a pragmatic realist argue that the realist perspective
works better and is more fruitful than the idealist perspective? The

lenge. The conversation never ends. An idealist can claim that what
drives you toward greater perfection in knowing and living is not
some enramental reality, but other minds, and above all the Big
Mind. The Big Mind lures you on toward the perfection of its own
mental universe. Thanks to the pull of the Big Mind. you are not
satisfied with whatever is in your consciousness at a given time.
You seek a fuller Truth and a greater Good, a Truth and a Good
that owe their existence to the Big Mind. To this idealist counter,
the pragmatic realist might respond that while such thinking might
provide a certain comfort and even a certain motivation, you don't
need it to function well in everyday life, whereas you do need the
notion of extramental reality. U you see a car coming toward you,
you'd better view it as an extramenw reality and make an appropriate exuamental move. and you had better not waste time thinking about what the Big Mind may be trying to impart to your little

argument might go something like this: When you're operatiDs
within a realist perspective, you don't expect reality to appear and
act in ways that conform to all of your present thoughts abouI
it-reality is more than mental contents. Your mental contents CID
be missing something. You can be mistaken! So you constandy try
to bring your thoughts into line with a reality that is more tbM.
your thoughts. thus opening yourself up to progress in knowiDg.
Similarly. as a realist you don't expect reality to conform to your
wishes and desires-reality is not simply a projection of the mind.
Reality impinges on you! So you constantly try to adjust your
desires and your actions to the demands of a reality that overrida
the constructions of wishful thinking, thus opening yourself up to
progress in harmonious living. Belief in external reality leads ..
progress in knowing and living. Realism works.
But does idealism also work? asks the pragmatic realist. II
you're operating within an idealist perspective and believe thai:
everything is an event in the mind. is there anything that can call
into queston the contentS of your mind? Anything that can make
you think that you may have been mistaken? Is there anything tbac
can act as tbe standard for improving your understanding of thinpl
Anything that can keep you from wishful thinking? Or that CIIl
spur you on to more harmonious, well-adjusted living? E~
reality might have done all of those things. but you've banllPCU
extemal reality. Perhaps, in spite of your idealist position, you ect
as if there were an extemal reality tbat urged you on to correct
your thinking and adjust your living. But if that is the cast', wilT
not simply admit that realism works and is therefore true? _L_L
An idealist is not rendered speechless by such a realist cu--

about pragmatic realism. It is not just a way of establishing the
general realist outlook. It is also a way of working out the details
within that outlook, a way of figuring out what counts as real. If
you're thinking of something and want to know whether it's real,
ask what difference the alleged reality makes in the world. If it
doesn't make the slightest difference, if the world and your life in
the world would be exactly the same even if the alleged reality were
absent. that's a sign that you're not thinking of anything real at all.
On the other hand, if in supposing the alleged reality's absence you
~e that the world would be quite different, perhaps even dysfuncbonal, that's a sign that you're thinking of something quite real.
Phaedrus performed a thought experiment along these lines
wben ~e was thinking of how to respond to people wbo questioned
tb~ enstence of undefined Quality. He tried to imagine a world
~thout Quality and found that in significant ways such a world
woul fun~tion abnormally. That to him was proof enough that
Quality eXIsts. whether or nOt it's defined. (See ZMMJ pp. 193!.94.) ~nterestingly. the narrator locates Phaedrus' response within
. a phllosophic school that called itself realism" (ZMM, p. 193,
ltali~s Pirsig's). The narrator must have had some version of pragmatic realism in mind.
'r' So far. we've divided realism according to the criterill by which
I s established: spontaneously, theoretically. or pragmatically. We
can also divide it according to the sortS of things that realists allow
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mind!
This last pragmatic realist move leads us to note a funher point

?

in their world. One swift move of the knife and you bav~ ~e
categories "materialism" and "antimaterialism." A matenalist

thinks of the real world as populated hy material things aod noth-

ing else. An antimaterialist denies tha; mate?~ things ar,e the whole
story of reality. Note that ~e an~atenalist. needn t de~y t?e
existence of matter. An anumatenahst who IS also an Idealist
would, of course, but an antimaterialist w~o. is also a realist sin:"p1r
wants to make room for nonmaterial realmes. The problem ISO t
matter. The problem is the materialist restriction.
.,
.
To help us better understand the category of matenaltsm, It
might be useful to subdivide it into «deliberate. materialism': ~d
"nondeliberate materialism." If you're a nondehberate maten~lst,
you think of reality in material terms, but you. do~'t ,say thm~s
like. "All reality is material" or "Those who ,believe 10 lmma~
realities are wrong:' You ?on't say such thing.s becau~e the diStinction between the matenal and the nonmatenal hasn t occurred
to you. at least not with any clarity. Your thinking ~s ~imply
confined to categories that those who do make. the dlsun~OD
would call material. A number of the pre-Socranc. cosmolOgical
thinkers of ancient Greece seem to be categorizable as nondeli~
erate materialists. Those thinkers were trying to get at the one
constant reality underlying and somehow penneating the many.
changing things that make u~ the world, .and when they thought
they reached it, they cal~ed I.t w:ater or a~?r fire (see ZMM~ p.
336). You might call their thmking matenahst, but ~er ceruiuly
weren't arguing explicitly and deliberately for ~~tenalism as DP"
posed to antimaterialism. (Phaed~s makes a sunilar but ~
more radical point about those ~ers, wh.en he says that ,~t ~
point in time "there was no such thtng as mmd and. matter, siDCI
the dichotomy of mind and matter badn't been mvented yetZMM, p. 337.)
. '6An example of deliberate materialism is modem "scl~nn c •
terialisffi." according to which things only h~ve real exJ.steDnlyce~
sofar as they have matter and energy i otherwise they. exist 0
•
tbe mind. (Despite the suggestion given by the label, If Phaed,J::
right, such a view is "commoner among lay followers of If
than among scientists themselves"-ZMM,
209-210:l,m f!1I
want to adopt this view criti~y r~th~r than naively, y~u tific all:
to take intO account the antlmatenallst challenge to seteD

p~:

terialism.
.
.
. MM ID.
One version of that challenge IS to be found m Z
.
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t?e.whole philosophy of Quality is a challenge to scientific matenalism. More spec~caUy, the narrator and Phaedrus make explicit
remarks about .the mcoherence of scientific materialism. The narrat~r does S? m the context of a ghost-stocy-telling session, in
~~ch ~e POl.?ts out that scientific laws, from the scientific matenalist Vlewpomr,.are ll;"scientific and unreal because they lack matter and energy-Just like ghosts. Aher expanding on such ideas at
some length (ZMM, pp. 28-32), the narrator confesses that he has
uSlolen" them from Phaedrus (ZMM. p. 33). As the narrator later
recounts, ~haedrus reached.a similar insight when he was thinking
~rough hiS ~efense of Qualtty. Scientific materialism threatened to
!mpale ~ualt.ty on the "subjective hom" by saying that if Quality
IS not .sc.lennfically knowable, i.e., composed of matter and ene~, .It IS therefore unreal and unimportant. Phaed.rus saw that
SClentmC concepts and laws themselves would be impaled and reduced, too. (See ZMM, pp. 209--211.) If you waot to defend scientific matenalism, then. you will have to say something about the
status of scientific ~aws and concepts. More generally, you will
have ~o say somethmg about the status of mind. As the narrator
p~ts I~: "The problem, the contradiction the scientists are stuck
With, IS. that of mj?d. Mind has no matter or energy but they can't
~c~pe I~ predommance over everything they do" (ZMM, p. 31
ItaliCS Puslg's).
'
ch If you'~e a scientific materialist, you'll have to respond to this
th allenge. 1t seems, along one of two lines. The first is to the effect
lciat c.oncepts and minds (including the minds of scientists) are
boentifically unreal but nonetheless important. If you say that,
wever, you seem to take away the point of the distinction ben the real and th~ unreal. If the unreal can be as important as
of r~ or even more ~portant, perhaps the search for knowledge
.
ty ought to give way to a search for knowledge of the
~~~. (In a way, Phaedrus' philosophical journey moved in
iI :heCtloD of such a shift. As an aspect of Quality, Importance
in~~d~ top ?f t~e metaphysical h~erarchy, ~nd intellectual reality.
Pbaed g s.clentlfic ~owledge, IS subordmate to it. However,
1t'as rus did not heSItate to equate Quality with Reality since he
t held back by scientific materialism.)
,
nd
IIIinds ~ sec:h line of response is to the effect that concepts and
Ibern: 0, er all, have a kind of matter or energy to them and are
te :eal. Norice here that you can't get away with ·a facile
cation of mind with brain. It's clear that you can be aware

::e
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of your mind and what's going on in it, yo~r a~areness and ~ts
contents, without being aware of your bram, Its cells, an~ Its
functions. Similarly, someone could co~ceiv~bly st1:'dy the bram ~f
a living person without knowing what IS gom~ on 10 that ~erson s
mind. There is some distinction between m10d and bram. The
matter and energy of the brain are scientifically de!ectable, but that
is not the case with the alleged maner and energy 10 awareness and
ideas. So if you're a scienti~c materialist, ?OW ~l you ba~k up
your claim? Perhaps you Wlll sa>:, that while m10d ~d bram are
distinct, mind is reducible to bratn. Then the question becomes,
What do you mean by "reducible"? If you mean that the ~atter
and energy in the brain somehow penneate awareness and Id.eas,
you are back to your unsupported c.laim. If you mean that mmd,
though not itself ~ f~nn C?f matter, .1S totally dependent up~n the
brain and its funcnomog, It sounds hke you are ready to adnut that
material reality isn't the only kind there is. (~d, by the ~~y, you
won't establish the mind's total dependence simply by pomtlng out
correlations between mental activity and brain activity. A number
of logica.l fallacies-such as "causal oversim.p~,cacion," :<neglec:t
of common cause," and "cause-effect confUSion -are easily committed along this line of reasoning.)
.'
Among the antimaterialists, none is more important 10 the history of Western thought than Plato.(427-347 B..C.). There is something to tbe view of Whitehead, cited approv1Ogly by Phaedrus.
that the rest of Western philosophy is notbing but "foornotes to
Plato" (ZMM, p. 302). although we can't ~e this to mean ~
later thinkers did not take significant and varymg lou~eys of ~
own. Later thinkers-at least the ones wbo leh behmd maps
their journeys-felt compelled ~o mak.e use ~f the map .Ieft by
Plato if not as a means for getung their beanngs on the JO
itself: at least as an important reference point for when they
around to describing where they had traveled and where they
arrived. Plato's map became and remains the standard
point. Phaedrus devdoped and fonnulate,d his philosophy ~f
ity, for example, with reference to Plato s Similar but Sl
different philosophy of the Good.
•
In Plato's view, material reality is a second·class, suau-t
type of reality. The first-class type is a "Fonn" (also
"Essence" or an «Idea"). If you want to understand
is first think of some beautiful object or person; then ~
that object or person, however beautiful, is not Beaut)' I

,.,hat.
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the absolute summit of beauty, not the ultimate standard by which
all. beautiful things and .persons are measured. Tomorrow you
might encounter somethmg or someone more beautiful and the
~ay after you might encounter something or someone m~re beautiful yet. (For example,. at the b~ginning of Romeo and Juliet.
Rome~ thought he was 10 love WIth a beautiful woman, but he
soon discovered, when 1uliet entered his life, that he hadn't known
what love or beauty was.) If your ultimate standard of beauty were
sC?me partic~)ar object or person, you wouldn't be able to recogOlze surpassmg beauty. The particular object or person would be
the unsurpassable measure. Such :ccognition is not impossible,
ho~ever, because, more or less famtly or sharply, you retain a
nonon. of Beauty Itself-the «Fonn" Beauty. (If you are in love,
you might be tempted to equate the standard with some panicular
pe.rson. In that c~e, maybe you ought ~ vary the example and
thlOk a~ut the difference betWeen a panlcular instance of justice
and J~stlce Itself or .between a particular instance of happiness and
Happmess I~elf-elther that or accept the Platonist analysis that
the person With whom you are in Jove is for you an exceptionally
strong "reminder" of Beauty Itself.)
Forms lie behind and are the measure of every panicular thing
Or ~vent in the world. They are the measure nOt only of what we
designate by.abstract nouns like "justice" and «beauty" but also of
....hat we d.es,gnate by concrete nouns like "tree" and "horse." At
:e same time, in Plato's view, there is a marked contrast between
e w?rld of Forms and the world of paniculars. Forms are oonmat~Tlal, whereas paniculars are material. (The exception is the
rmcular human Intellect, which thus bridges the two worlds.)
(;:: ~re permanent and changeless; particulars are changing.
tbemse ideas about Forms can change, but not the Forms
Forms Ives-:--hence, i~'s proba~ly wise to avoid the label "Ideas. U)
ezcepti~e. mdestructible~ particulars are destructible. (Again, the
GOlab)
the human mmd.) Forms are knowable intellectually~ ough the "dialectic," a process that moves toward the
lions ~nderstanding of reality through the interaction of quesIre knan bnswers or positions and counterpositions· particulars
a
~e th:ough the senses. Fonns are perfect
most truly
~ th cu .ars imperfect and less real-they have a relationship to
....CUt ~~ analog~us to .~at .betw~en shadows and the things
GIl pP 330 . (2MM s explicit diSCUSSion of Plato's forms is found
•
, 312-343.)

u::
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Aristode (384-322 B.C.) accepted the reality of the nonmaterial
entities that Plato called Forms. However, being more the u mo _
torcycle mechanic" than the "Buddha-seeker" (ZMM. p. 331), he
couldn't accept his teacher's devaluation of particular things; so he
made a crucial move. He located the Forms within concrete, particular things. Now instead of twO separate worlds, one of Forms

and one of particulars. there was one world, a world of particular
things.
Particular things, in Aristotle's view, have a certain permanence about them (a permanence that Plato finds only in the world
of Fonns), even while they are subject to change: A tree changes
colors without ceasing to be a tree; a horse grows in size without
ceasing to be a horse. And what is the root of this permanence or
constant identity? It is the thing's internal form, or intelligible
structure, a sort of "master pattern" that the intellect can detect
when it penetrates beyond the thing's changing sensory qualities.
Every panicular thing in the universe bas such a form, or strUetU~
or pattern (or built-in "program:' to use a computer analogy) and
thus maintains a basic identity throughout its variations. On the
other hand. particular things do change because of their "matter."
Reality is thus made up of particular things that are each composed
of form and matter. Those panicular things are called "substances"
(from the Greek, by way of a Latin translation that literally means
"that which stands beneath"), because, owing to the internal presence of form, they have a constant identity that "stands beneath"
the various changes that the senses deteCt.
Phaedrus claimed that with Aristode', doctrine of particular
substances, and not before then, the "modem scientific under·
standing of reality was hom"-ZMM, p. 343. What did he m....
by that? He probably meant something like this: The shift from I
world of Forms to a world of substances that contain forms meadt
that you looked within thing" not beyood them, for their apianation, and it meant that the sensory world was seen not IS •
distraction but as a gateway to the understanding of reality. This
model paved the way for the empirical method of modem science,
a method in which the full engagement and cooperation of senses
and intellect is crucial.
Both Plato and Aristotle were "realists" in the sense that have been using that term. Both accepted the reality (in Plato'·
case. the secondary reality) of material things; neither said ~
"being real" and "being mental" were synonymous. Plato ...
t • 0

Aristotle were also "realists" .
h
realism to nominali
~ an~)( er sense. a sense that opposes
"beauty" 0 ' "
. s~; A n'?hmmallst says that universal terms like
orseness" or "humanness" ar .
r Justice or
narn.es that we use to group together and talk abo
be Just
particular th·
d h
ut anum er of
real. Particul:ba::rult ~t those te~s don't refer to anything
not really exist Particularthinhugs reall y ~Xlst, ballut beauty as such does
.
man b emgs re y exist b h
ness as such does not exist A
. ' . ut uman-

::~st~~~e~~~eFrsoalnnstermthsatdoeXISt~~f~~~~s~~~~:t~:'~f~:~'s:;:al~:
apart from
. I
.

says the tenns refer to fonns th
al partlCU an. Anstotle
existing things.
at are re components within real
Thus, Plato and Aristotle are realists in two

h'l

.

~enthses; materialists are realists in the first sense discuP"e'do'bOPthlcal

10

first.

e second·'d ali
ali'
' u nOt
• Jests are re sts m the second sense but not in the

Are you thoroughly confused now' IT
h
categorize the views of Phaedrus and tho
nOt, ow would you
e narrator?

ONE OR MANY?
Is reality one or many? If
h "
.
a "monist" If
h y.o~ say t at It s basically one, you are

.. I

r',

you say t at It s basically more than one ou a
YOUt ay
reality is
acquired d' . '
ong p UrallStiC modds, dualism alone has
dualism h:v Ibnnet num~rica1 label, because the representatives of
Phaedru £: e ee.n many m number and strong in influence. Hence
ph skal S ou.n~ It somewhat awkward that he had reached a meta:
YM position that seemed to invovle three basl'c al"
re ItlesZM • p. 214.)

y~uu~:~·,.~~~s~ r.tu(~st

~h~t

basicall~~of~fd:

When you ask about reality'
be wondering
wheth th
. s oneness or manyness. you might

that is If
er ere IS one or more than one soura of all
a rno~ist you answer that ther~ is.one and only one source, you are
they do in°b~~:' gws 1 Chnstlans. an? ~uslims-believing as
type of monism-e .. reat?r-arfe all mornsr.s m this sense. But this
tnonism'
th a momsm-o -source"-IS a rather weak type of

!"dical diff~~:ce ~:~c:: ~ o~ Source and at the same time a
tITn.. is used in this weak° at . UTZcMea nd everything else. ("MonTo arrive
sense m
M on p. 214.)
at a stronger type of monism, ask whether reality is
t • t

one in kind as well as in source. Is there one and only one basic
kind of thing that is both the source and the substance of all that
exists? Some of the early Greek cosmological thinkers (see ZMM.
pp. 336-337) answered yes and hence were monists in a stronger

sense. Thales of Milerus (sixth century B.C.), for example, said the
One was water; Anaximenes (sixth century B.C.) said it was air.
They both were saying that the many tbings of our experience are
simply expressions of the One--<lifferent forms of water or air-

and not, at bottom. anything different. Notice how much
stronger-more One-fuI-is their kind of monism than a monismof-source: A Jew or Christian or Muslim, while granting that
everything depends on the One God, isn't likely to grant that
God's creatures are. at bottom. nothing different from God. A

monism-of-kind is further exemplified by both thoroughgoing rna·
terialists and thoroughgoing idealists. The materialist says that ev·
erything is simply a variation on the theme of matter/energy; the
idealist says that everything is simply a variation on the theme of
mind. Both say that all is one in kind.
This stronger sense of "monism" is exemplified in ZMM on p.
226. Phaedrus came to see that he had shifted from his original
position-a position involving three distinct entities: Quality.
mind, and matter-toward an "absolute monism," with QualitY
being the "source and substance of everything." He thus fouad
himself in]he company of the great German philosopher. Gcofl
W. Hegel (1770-1831). Although Phaedrus didn't explicidy nOlO
it, he also was in the company of another famous monist, Baruc:b
(Beoedict) Spino.a (1632-1677). Spino.a's monism is perhapO
worth noting here, because Phaedrus' opponent at the Universd1
of Chicago, the chairman of the Committee on Analysis of 1~
Study of Methods, was a Spinozist (ZMM. p. 309}--a rouch

~d

lfony.

If you accept both a monism-of-kind and a monism-of-SOQfCIft
you still haven't reached the limit of monism. You can ask.,belblr
reality is one in nHmber. Is there really one and only one
the common view that there are many distinct and separate
mistaken? Is our experience of manyness somehow illusorY?
"monist-of-number" will say yes to aU of those question•.
is not simply one source that gives rise to everything
there simply one kind of reality that is shared by the
One and everything else. Rather. there is simply no "c
dse" i there is only the One. The many in their manyoetl-

~?II
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oo:~;
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illusion. They don't really exist'
I ali
mental projections (a sort of cos~~tdur ty. They .are ~ither false
~eam or cosmic trIck) or else
real pans of the One (lik th
case do they have a sepU:te ;e~artso~ ~o.ur body). b~t in neither
is all
ty
elr own. AllIS One' One

.

'

Enough said about monism Wh be
I al'
atha ut p ur ISm? For present
backpack purposes it will be .
dualis
.
'
enoug to note a few thin
be
m . Like monism, metaphysical dualism can be ~seda , ut
severaJ forms, For exam I
'h
'
IDtO
from kind and thereby c;r:~ ~~~ ~~~Ism'dwel,can split source
in contrast w i t h '
. 0 IstlOCt ua ISms. However

dualisthm-of-kind.~f;~:be~i~~~i~~d~~i~:-c:f~:~~;:~nyg~ru"btehl~
~
at ere are two radi all d'ff
"
'
leve

th

rise to all that exists. ~dYm 1 erentbPbt"clples or agents that give
St
world is a battlefield' h . °th pro a y you also think that the
w erem ose twO age ts d th' ff .
are in a conStant struggle for supremacy RneaJ:a". ell' 0 spnng
Good
. E' .
.
Ity IS a struggle of
agamst VlI. Light against Darkness S int
.
(An example of this sort of dualis'
,P, ~gamst ~a~er.
~d philosophical tradition that mbegls ~roastr~anlSm. a .rehgtous
Ichaeism. an offshoo f
' 3;11 ID ancient Persia. Manbetween this sort of ~u~is;o:~tC"haD:IS~,,attempted a synthesis
..
nsnaDlty.)
Which of h
a strong hope et:;~:~:~~~e;':~1 ",:,~n oui:erhaps you ,cherish
you're not the sort of dual'st
,U\k'YoU b ow forcertalO, then
certain, it must be because l ow~e ta tog a out, If you know for
uh ow ~hat ~ne of the two allegedly
ultimate principles is reall
two ,principles is truly Jtim~t:r(ge.:;h~hich c~se, only one of the
) an
lStory IS Just a stage for
playmg out a prewn'" d
H
'
en rama,
eternaii.;ud~~ev~ in. a dualism~f-kind, you hold that there are two
distinct realiti:; kinds of reality. You might hold that the twO
IIIlpIe, along wi:~lto be thou,ghht of. as separate things. (For exII separate th'
ato you mig t thmk of Forms and particulars
rrUgbt think I:~S, ~~n~~ng with Re,ne Descartes [1596-1650J you
~ble-thin s
and bodies as separate-or at least
diatinc:t realitiesgn')tOn the other h~nd. you might think of the two
within a sin ~e;~' separate thlOgs but as two distinct compo~ think of fo g . ~g. (For example, along with Aristotle you
~ with Taoistr;h~som~tter as the coconstituents of a thing, or
~ and yang as
y-see pp. 103-1 0-4-you might think
thing Or even0mp ementary forces running through every
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In either use, a dualism-of·kind doesn't necessarily imply a
battle between the two kinds. Although you find a hint of such a
battle in Plato's philosophy, inasmuch as the world of sensory
paniculars is said to distract you from the task of knowing the
Fonns, there is talk of the two working together. Sensory knowledge of a panicular can be the occasion of your "recollecting" a
Form, and in tum the knowledge of a Form (e.g., Justice) caD
provide the standard for adjusting and improving particulars (e.g.,
a concrete political situation). When you tum to Aristotle's modification of Plato's philosophy, the hint of a battle is gone, the
suggestion of cooperation strengthened. Matter looks to form for
structure and purpose; form looks to matter for a context in which
to realize structure and purpose. Similarly, in Taoist philosophy,
yang and yin are more like dancing partners than opposing boxeni
they are meant to produce balance and harmony rather than mutual elimination.
If you like, you can split dualism-of·kind into egalitarian and
hierarchical dualism. In the former case, your two kinds or principles are considered equal-or at least no explicit judgment is made
as to the superiority of one over the other. In the latter case, one of
the two kinds is considered superior. Plato's dualism of Forms and
particulars is an example of hierarchical dualism. Another example
is spirit-matter dualism in the context of a monotheistic religion. In
that context, spirit is typically regarded as a higher form of reality
than matter, since God is thought of as spiritual; on the other
hand, matter is not to be thought of as worthless or as the enemy of
spirit, since God is thought of as Creator of all, of matter as well
as spirit. The hierarchical dualism in such a context remains a
dualism-of-kind, not an antagonistic dualism-of-source. (Hence,
the Manichaean attempt to blend a dualism-of-source with Christianity could have succeeded only at the expense of Christian
monotheism. )
A clear example of egalitarian dualism is nOt easy to find in
Western thought. Aristotle's dualism of form and matter is perhaps
less blatantly hierarchical than Plato's dualism, since form ~d
matter are explicitly thought of as complementary; but form is still
considered the higher principle. Twentieth-century thinkers such
as Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) and Jacques Derrida (1930- )
hold that Western dualisms are so many variations on the theme of
presence and absence and that, no matter what the variation, preeminence is always given to the principle representing presence.

Thus form (in contrast to matter) gives something definition and
thereby calls it out of the background into the foreground, making
it more present; mind (in contrast to body) makes something
present in awareness. Are such thinkers right? Are there no exceptions? Maybe there are, but none come to mind.
If you want a clear example of egalitarian dualism, you perhaps
need to tum to the East, to the yin-yang philosophy that is found
within Taoism. Yin, the "female" principle (space, receptivity,
openness-"absence
and yang, the "male" principle (solidity,
assenion, focu8-""presence") are thought of as equally important
as well as complementary. This equality is perhaps due to the fact
that the Tao, the One that gives rise to the twO, is not thought of
as exclusively yin or exclusively yang but as both or, better,
neither~r, perhaps bener still, beyond "both" and "neither,"
since linguistic distinctions corne only with the arising of duality.
In this connection, you might want to consider the relation between Taoist thought and Phaedrus' philosophy of Quality (see
ZMM, pp. 226-228 and ahove, pp. 114-115). Just as Tao is neither
yin nor yang, so Quality goes "between the horns" (ZMM, p.
213), between subject and object, mind and matter. Just as Tao, if
heeded, continually brings about a hannonious interaction of yin
and yang, so Quality, if heeded, continually brings about a harmonious interaction of subjectivity and objectivity. An egalitarian
duality rooted in Quality or Tao is seen as the antidote to antagonistic or hierarchical dualisms.
A final nOte before leaving "the one and the many." ZMM can
~i1y be read as an antidualist book. In his Chautauqua discusSions about "what is best" (ZMM, p. 7), the narrator tries to
Overcome various dualisms that seem to make for unhannonious
contemporary living, such as the dualism of a classic, scientific,
protechnological mentality and a romantic, aesthetic, antitechnological mentality. The narrator's attempt can be viewed as an ex-·
tension of Phaedrus' climactic antidualist insight intO Quality. A
~nher and final bout with dualism, and the overcoming of "the
biggest duality of all" (ZMM, p. 363), occurs when the narrator
faces and somehow resolves, by one stroke, both the intrapersonal
c~nflict betweet Phaedrus and himself and the interpersonal conflict between Chris and himself. As you tune in to this antidualist
theme in ZMM, it may be helplful to keep in mind that dualism is
not ~.of one stripe and that, accordingly, ZMM's call for a nondualistic way of thinking and living is not necessarily a rejection of
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all dualities. In this connection, it may be u~ful to note in advaDce
that dualism, as well as being a position in the Reality COIDpiI'i-

ment-a metaphysical position-is also a position within me
Knowledge and Value compartments-an epistemological and . .
iological position. You may well find that the antidualist theme of
ZMM is played more loudly and more clearly in those compartments.

CHANGING OR CHANGELESS?
Before you leave the Reality compartment, consider one more
metaphysical question: Is reality cbanging or changeless? Clearly,
what is in your experience is changing; and that holds both far
your experience of the external and your experience of the intenlll.
The book that is in front of you wasn't always in front of
won't always be in front of you. It came to be there and will ~
to be there: That is external change. 'The thoughts running throuala
your mind right now weren't always there and won't always be.
there: That is internal change. If you equate reality with ~
experience, you will say that reality is changing, and perhaps JOII
will wonder how anyone could ever think otherwise.
To begin to think otherwise you have to do one of twO tbiJIII
(or both): find an unchanging dimension of experience or !IIaP
equating experience with reality. Some of the cosmological chink·
ers of the ancient Greek world (see ZMM, pp. 336-337) appanadF
took the latter route. They began to draw a distinction
way things appear in experience and the way they really are, between surface appearance and underlying reality. On ~e ~
you might find many different changing and interaeung ~
(such as minerals, plants, and animals), but beneath this world ..
variety and change lies a single, conStant reality (such as watertJI

you"

betweeII-

air).
__"Why draw such a distinction? Why suppose a constant ~7'
in addition to changing appearances? Perhaps what those
thinkers had in mind was something like this: If you equate ralilll'll
simply with the changing and changeable things of ~xperie~~=
might as well equate reality with chaos-but that IS unth
The world is a cosmos, an ordered and beautiful whole, not
a disorderly and ugly flux. And you can't have a cosmOS WI
an element of stability, without a constant that compltc •
change.

=
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One early Greek thinker, Heraclitus (S4~75 B.C.), seemed to

defy this rational need for the stable and constant. In equating
reality with fire and in saying things like "All things flow" and
'"You can't step into the same river twice," he seemed to be S,,-ying
that all is flux, that there is no such thing as an abiding substance
However, Heraclitus also claimed that there was a logos. a rationai
scheme, according to which the never-ending fluctuations OCcur.
So it seems that Heraclitus too. despite his well-known emphasis
on change, or "becoming," supposed something that made for
stability.
The celebration of the stable and changeless reached its zenith
in the philosophy of Parmenides (sixth-fifth century B.C.). He
didn't just add another voice to the chorus that called for a Stable
complement to the changing aspect of reality; he banished the
elw>ging aspect altogether and equated reality with the changeless.
Ho~ could anyone seriously hold such a view? Isn't change an
obVIOUS fact? It's an obvious appearance, Pannenides might say
but not an obvious reality. The truth about reality is reached
cbrough reasoning, not through the senses. (If we were presently
bro~sing through the Knowledge compartment rather than. the
~?' compartment, we would say that Parmenides was a "raIIOnalist" rather than an "empiricist. n)
H~w does reasoning lead to the view that reality is changeless?
Here IS one ~ay of reconstructing Parmenides' reasoning: What is
DOt, ~onbelDg, cannot be, because if it were, it would nOt be
~onbe~g. Hence, Nonbeing is impossible. But if Nonbeing is
IIDposslble, Being, what is. is necessary. (We can't say that there
CIQ't ~ Nothing without saying that there has to be Something.)
Now, Slnce Being is necessary, Being always is. (We can't say both
that Som~thing simply has to exist and that that Something might
~ IOm~ time not exist.) But if Being always is, it can neither COme
::gexutence .nor pass out of existence. (We can't say that Somealways 15 without also saying that this Something ntither
Itarts nor stops.) To say that Being neither comes into exiStence
: : passes OUt of existence is to say that Being is changeless and by
~ame token, that change is unreal. (When we say that So~e
~ally changes, we are saying that at least a pan of this
g ceases to be or begins to be )
~ielcling to what he rook to b~ the demands of r<>so
Ibus . ,des ~a~e claims that flew in the face of common senSe and
lDVlted ndlcule. Even so, he did not lack supporters. His most
1 I 7

famous supporter, Zena of Ele~ (495-430 B.C.). countered tbe
ridicule with a series of paradoxes designed to show that change iI
illusory (see ZMM, p. 337) or it least that the idea of ~
involves logical difficulties. If you would like a sense of what tboee
paradoxes were like, consider 9.nat is involved in your PUttiaa
down this book. If you want to put the book down, you first .....
to move it halfway from where it is now to where you want to , .
it. You can't move it all the way without moving it through'"
halfway mark. But to get the book all the way to the halfway mad:,

you first have to get it halfway to the halfway mark because, . .
you can't move it all the way without first moving it half of the
way. Similarly, you can't get the book all the way to this quarur
mark without first getting it halfvay to the quarter mark. ADd:.
on indefinitely. Think about it. There are an infinite number of
halfway points to traverse. If it takes a unit of time, ho~
infinitesimal, to traverse each point, it will take an infinite nUlllbel'
of units of time-bence, infinite time-tO uaverse them all.
you can never put this book oown--even if you .don't ~ •
gripping. Changing its location is a metaphysical Iffiposstbilil1
(Pannenidean laughter!)
The Parmenidean claim that change is illusory and totally
real did not become a mainstay of Western thought. How".,
thanks to Plato. the changeless that Parmenides equated with_~
ality pure and simple did come to be thought of as the most ,..part of reality. As ZMM's narrator rightly notes, Plato worked
a synthesis that "tried to resolve differences between the H
tans and the followers of Parmenides" (ZMM, p. 343), a SY"......
of the philosophy of the changing and the philosophy af
changeless. What is important to nOte here is that in that
the changing and the changeles. do not fare equally welL
changeless comes out clearly on top. Eternal Fonns
d~
truest reality, the most real. the n~ally real; the changmg
are deemed a second-class reality, less real than the Forms.
ever reality those changing entities have, they have because
somehow participate in, share in the being of, the ~OnDJ. TJ
away that participation and you take away their reality.
Plato sounded a theme loudly and clearly: What is most"'"
what is most constant. You can ~ar that theme played in CO
variations throughout the centuries of philosophy that came
Plato. For example, you can hear it in Aristotle's cl~ tha.,....
is composed of panicular Sl4bstar.ces, entities that retalD a co
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self-identity even while thty pass through various adventures of
.uperfic:ial c:~ange. ~d yau can hear it in the many different
substance-philosophies that have arisen since the time of Aristotle
(1UCh as Descartes's dualistic philosophy, according to which there
II< cwo kinds of subsU!1te, "thinking things" and "extended
things:' and Spmoza's m0tListic philosophy, according to which
is one and only one substance, God or Nature). All substance philosophies share two beliefs: first, that a constant, seIfidentical entity. some~ow ~nderlies whatever change occurs, and,
second, that thiS self-Identical entity is the primary reality and any
changes are secondary-what is most real is what is most constant.
You don't have to study philosophy to be tuned in to this
~~e. It's such a catchy ml!lody that you are probably tuned in to
IlID a number of everyday Contexts. To notice it, just ask yourself
~t you take to .be the ~o.'t real instance of something or the core
rality of someth1Og. Iso t Jt always something that lasts? What do
you take to be the most real instance of, say, Jove? If you have ever
1IRd the p~se,"true love," haven't you used it to refer to a kind
of love that ISO t shaken b}r hardship, a love that lasts? What do
}"OU take :a.be the core reality of a particular society? Isn't it some
charactenstlc or set of c~ilracteristics that keeps on turning up,
century after century, annet the appearance of variation? What do
you take to be the core reality of yourself? What is the real you?
Whether or n~t you reach a satisfying answer to this question,
9ben y.ou ask ~t aren't rat! looking for a constant, whether it be
lOIIlething manifest or hidden? Whether it be a matter of nature or
~re. the old Platonic theme continues to be heard-what is
IDOIt real is what is most Constant.
Of course, the counteflheme-that change is more basic and
~._:eaJ than constanCY_has also been sounded and heard
b;..U\JI9lout the ce?turies. The followers of Heraclitus have not
~mpletely silenc~, even though the influence of Plato's
tb 15 has muted thelC. Contribution to the symphony of WestlID. ought. Moreover, 10 the twentieth century. the Heraclitan
:::tenheme has increaseq in volume-thanks to the contribubo~h s~ien~ists and philosophers.
. - e mal? SCientific c?nttibutors have been the physicists. From
field':~~lnt of twe~ueth-centuryphysics, reality is basically a
tioaa M ergy of which the elementary panicles are condensa~ oreover, ~ose. elementary particles-for example,
.5--are only sunplistically thought of as "particles"; rom-
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plementarily, they are to be thought of as "waves," as vibrating
events. Material reality is a field ,of vibrations, dynamic through
and through. The book you are Bolding, despite its apparent stability, is awhirl with activity. (Despite Zeno's paradoxes, it's a
wonder that the book doesn't fly out of your hands!) From the
standpoint of contemporary physics, the Parmenjdeans were right
to claim a distinction between apptCarance and reality but wrong in
their claim about where the illusion lies. What is illusory is constancy, not change.
The main philosophical contributors to the Heraclitan count..theme have been Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) and his
followers, who are generally ca.l1e.d uprocess thinkers." From the
standpoint of process philosophy, the basic and most real realities
are neither Platonic Fonns nor Aristotelian substances but infinitesimal events on the micro level (termed "actual entities" or ac•
tual occasions"'). Such events, whi.ch might be thought of as drops
of experience, link up to form the :macro objects of our experience
(things like trees and birds and bees). Despite our tendency to
think of those objects as substances, as self-contained things (a
tendency perhaps rooted in the grammatical structures of certain
languages), they are not really substances. Rather, they are soci·
eties of processes interacting within ever larger societies of pro-cesses. Reality is process and nothing hut process.
How does ZMM's metaphysics fit in here? What is this phi·
losophy's answer to the question whether reality is basically the
constant or the changing, substance or process? Clearly, from the
standpoint of Phaedrus and the narrator, what is most basic and
most real is Quality. What then is Quality? [s Quality a substance
or a process (or neither)? You might see an initial resemblance
between Phaedrus' "Quality" and Plato's "Good." The narrator
himself says that he would have thought the two identical were it
not for certain notes that Phaedws left behind (ZMM, p. 332).
However, a key difference between the two is that while Plato's
Good is a fixed Form, Phaedrus' Quality is "not a thing" but "an
event," a causal event that produces subjects and objects (ZMM, p.
215, italics Pirsig's). Score one for process. Moreover, according to
the narrator's train analogy (ZMM,. pp. 254-255), Romantic Qual·
ity is not any "part" of the traio--neither the engine, nor the
boxcars, nor any of the train's contents-but rather the cutting
edge of the mO'Ving train, of experience itself. Score two for p~
cess. On the other hand, Phaedrus responded to the quesuOll

It is time to tum our attention from the Reality compamneni to
the Knowledge compartment, the compartment of philosophy that
h~ traditionally been called epistemology (from the Greek word
qJlSte~e, meaning "knowledge"-hence, "study of knowledge").
In domg so, we will temporarily put metaphysics in the background; but don't be surprised if you find your focus shifting back
~d fOrth between Reality and Knowledge. When you are explorlllg the "high country of the mind" (ZMM, p. 111), the highest
pea~s and widest panorama of human intellectual aspiration and
achievement, it's quite natural to find your eyes jumping between
a metaphysical gaze and an epistemological gaze. You may even
reach a point where the two gazes seem to blend intO one.
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·'Why does everybody see Quality differently?" by noting that
people carry around with them different sets of analogues based on
different sets of experiences: "People differ about Quality, not
because Quality is different, but because people are different in
terms of experience" (ZMM, p. 224). This response suggests that
Quality has a SOrt of fixed identity. (IfPhaedrus were focusing on
the process character of Quality, he might have simply said that
Quality is different at every moment.) Score one for substance.
Moreover, to return to the train analogy, while Romantic Quality
is identified with the train's leading edge, Quality itself is identified
with the "track" (ZMM, p. 254). Now the track is clearly meant to
guide the train's motion (score another for process), but the tr2ck
itself is something already there, a fixed entity (score one for substance).
Both the train analogy and the scorecard suggest that ZMM
offers the beginnings of a new metaphysical synthesis, one with an
emphasis opposed to that of Plato. Perhaps you will find in this
inchoate synthesis a train of thought worth developing. If so, you
might find fuel for the task by doing some reading in the area of
process philosophy. In particular, you might find it thoughtprovoking to draw out some comparisons and contrasts between
what ZMM says about Quality and what certain process thinkers
(notably Charles Hartshome and Alfred North Whirehead) say
about God.

KNOWLEDGE

Here are some typical episttmological questions: What doer
knowledge involve? What are yau doing when you are knowing?
Is human knowing primarily a matter of sense experience? of some
sOrt of intellectual intuition or insight? of rational activities or
rational categories? of some sort of conscious or subconscious
choice? Is human knowing a stru:tured set of activities rathertbaa
a single activity? Whatever actiTities are involved in knowledge.
what guarantees the proper perfl)nnance of those activities? How
is such perfonnance recognized? Supposing proper performance of
the right activities, what is reached thereby? Does human knowledge reach or fall short of reality? Does human knowledge disclotl
or create reality? What are the liIlits of human knowledge? Are the
limits of human knowledge the ;ame as the limits of reality?
For present backpack purpos~s, you can confine your attentioa
to two major questions: What are: you doing when you are know-ing? and What are you reaching vhen you are doing it? When yoa
ask the first question, you are wondering not about the content oJ
knowledge but about the activity of knowing. You are wonderial
whether there is a particular activity or set of activities whole
presence guarantees the presenct of knowledge or whose abseDCI
indicates the absence of knowltdge. When you ask the secoad
question, you are wondering abJut the status of the content yatt
reach through the activity. Y(lU are wondering, for example,
whether what you reach is reali}' in the fullest sense, some ....
than fully genuine version of reuity. or not reality at all.

be grounded in experience, but you do not insist that the pertinent

What are you doing when you are knowing? If you say that wIut
you are primarily doing is exptriencing, you can be labeled
"empiricist." If you say that wh~t you are primarily doing is .
reason in one way or another, you can be labeled a "ratio~
If you say that what you are primarily doing is willing or cb,""'1i!'l!
or selecting, consciously or subconsciously, you can be labeled
"voluntarist. " If you say that you are primarily feeling, you are
"emotivist. If you say that you are primarily intuiting, you are
"intuitionist." The list could go on.
You can take the analytic knife and carve up empiricism
"broad empiricism" and "narrow empiricism. If you are a to
empiricist," you insist with every other empiricist that kno'"

experience be the sort of data that are delivered by the five senses.
You do not equate "experience" with "awareness of sensory object,." Perhap, you will say-wirbJohn Locke (1632-1704}-rbat
experience includes not only sensory data but also awareness of
conscious activities. such as the activities of sensing, imagining,
and understanding. For example, as you read this. you are not only
experiencing black marks against a white background (a sensory
datum)i you are also experiencing your act of seeing those marks.
Your act of seeing is not a sensory datum alongside the sensory
datum of the black-on-white marks, but it is a datum of experience
and a potential building block of knowledge. On the other hand,
if you are a "narrow empiricist," you tend to think of experience
only in tenns of sensory data. Your basic contention is that we
garber knowledg<>-at least facrual knowledge-by garbering and
working with the reports of our senses. Hence. if presented with
a factual claim, as a narrow empiricist you are quick to ask about
the sensory data that are available to support the claim. If no
indication of pertinent sensory data is forthcoming, as a narrow
empiricist you are quick to dismiss the claim.
If you're an empiricist, you don't deny that reason has a role to
~lay in knowledge. You simply see that role as secondary. You are
likely to point out. again with Locke, that when we enter the
"orId, our minds are like blank tablets. As we fill those tablets
w:i~ more and more sensory data, we begin to make various com~sons and contrasts and to notice spatial or temporal conjunctIOns among data. On the basis of those comparisons, contrasts,
and conj~nctions, we fonn various concepts and principles that we
can use 10 connection with further sensory data to increase our
factual knowledge. From an empiricist perspective, it is important
10 ~ote th~t our concepts and principles (which are generally asIOcl3ted with ureason") would not be in our minds at all were it
~or the stimulus of sense experience. Sense experience is the
and 'oul of knowledge.
(17 If you are a thoroughgoing narrow empiricist like David Hume
rbe 1H 776). you may go '0 far as to say rbat faccua! knowledge in
. stnctest sense is only that which is verified within sense expe=~. In that case, you will regard various rational concepts and
. c,pl~ that are not verified within sense experience as not yield~enume knowledge (however much they might be practically
). Take, for example, the concept of "substance." that of a
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constant, self-identical entity that underlies the various changes
and fluctuations that the senses detect. Since in your sense experience you find no such constant entity but only a series of fluctuating impressions, you have to say-from a radical emplricist
perspective-that no substances are known to exist.
At this point you might be tempted to say that while empiricism, at least in its narrowest form, may be a nice place to visit,
you can't live there. You have to live as if there were substances.
stable entities. You have to live as if the motorcycle you're ridina
is a constant thing and not JUSt a series of impressions. So you
might opt for a less radical version of empiricism, or you might opt
for one or another epistemological opponent of empiricism. (One
such opponent would be the version of rationalism provided by
Kant, a version according to which the substantiality of the motorcycle is guaranteed by a rational category, Cfsubstance," without
which no knowledge of motorcycles or anything else could possibly occur-see ZMM, pp. 114-119.)
If you are an empiricist, you don't necessarily deny that reason
can deliver truths of its own, truths that are known through rational calculation or a rational manipulation of symbols rather thaD
through attention to experiential data; but you are quick to point
out that such "truths of reason" (also called Cfa priori truths" or
"necessary truths") are not factual and, hence, bring us no news
about the world. For example, mathematical truths-such as the
truth that rjle angles of a triangle add up to 180 degree>-are trutho
of reason. They tell us about the relations among certain symbols
but they don't tell us if those symbols have any referent in the
ureal" world. much less where the referent can be found. Knowinl
the just-Stated truth about triangles. we don't know for a fact thai
triangular objects exist or where we might find one. For all we
know. there might not be a single triangular object in the whole
universe-and yet it would still be rationally evident that "a ui·
angle's angles add up to 180 degrees."
The mOst important kind of truth, from an empiricist perspee-'
tive, is factual truth, empirical truth. Truths of reason are sterile
unless and until they find application in the world of facts, a world
that is known primarily through experience. Besides, the empiri·
cist argues, even the truths of reason depend upon the fonnation of
concepts and symbols. We can't rationally "see" that certain CO~
cepts necessarily go together (such as Utriangle" and U180 de-grees") if we don't have the concepts to begin with. And where do

sons, and contrasts that present themselves in sense experience?
A rationalist disagrees with the empiricist on several counts. A
naonalist, broadly defined. is anyone who claims that the central
and most important contribution to human knowledge Comes from
a human being's uhigher faculties," from reason rather than from
sense experience. More specifically. the rationalist claims, against
me empiricist. that concept.f-which are crucial to all human
knowledge, both factual and a priori-are not simply copies Or
combinations or extensions of sense experience. Concepts are
"things of reason...
In what way are concepts uthings of reason"? The answer
depends upon your version of rationalism. If you are a Platonic
ntionaJist, you will say that your concepts are the result of your
"recollection" of the Forms. Sensory experience might occasion
the recollection. but the recollection itself is not a remembrance of
I sensory experience but a remembrance of an intelleCtual vision
~t occur.red when your mind w~ not trapped in a body and
~ersed 10 a world ~f s~nsory pa~lculars. The once-upon-a-time
l'lSlon of Forms remalOS Imbedded 10 your consciousness and the
~k of human knowledge is to raise those imbedded For'ms from
dimness ~o clarity. a task accomplished not by sense experience bUt
by the dialectic. a process in which answers to questions are chal~
lenged. ~y further questions and positions a.re pitted against counterposltlons.
. If you are a Kanaan rationalist, you will say that the concepts
UlYolved.in knowledge-at least the major ones-are UCitegories"
~ the mmd. Structures or molds through which you mentally lay
ld of sensory objects. You don't derive these concepts from
~ry data. Rather, you bring them to sensory data in order to
..blake sense" of the data. (Think here of the a priori Qtegory of
substance" without which we couldn't make sense of the varying
~ of sense data that we experience on the motorcycle-MM. pp. 117-119.) Paradoxically, without such rationalfurDtmP.i~ca1-categories,empirical knowledge would flot occur,
tmpmcal know/edge involves making sense of data and not JUSt
eoUectmg them.
to Both .Platonic rationa!ists an.~. Kanti~ rationalists may be said
1:basubscnbe to some verSIon of mnate Ideas," insofar as both say
1:bat 'lie do not simply derive concepts from sense experience and
t at least certain concepts are pan of Our natural heritage as
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we get the concepts, if not from various conjunctions. compari-

human beings. When the battle in Western philosophy between
empiricists and the rationalists was at its height in the seventeeada
and eighteenth centuries, the rallying cries of the two camps 1Nft
"blank tablet" and "innate ideas." Rationalism tends to go hand ..
hand with a belief in innate ideas, jwt as empiricism tends to lit'
with tbe belief that the mind begins like a tabula rasa, or blla&
tablet.
As you might suspect, there are epistemological positions
seem to fall between "rationalism" and "empiricism." Kant's ~
sicion might be reguded as an attempt at a middle way, insofar.

Kant holds that human knowledge involves a synthesis of ntioaal
categories and sensory experience. However, Kant's position it
much more clearly rationalist than empiricist, since he does DOt

accept the blank-tablet notion and he does accept a venioa
innate ideas. Perhaps a genuine example of a middle position is dill
of Aristotle. Aristotle holds that we develop human knowledge ..,
studying the concrete, particular things that can be observed •
our senses. He does not depreciate the sensory world or the
played by our senses. U you think of Aristotle in contTiut to P1a~
you may well think of him as an out-and-out empiricist. On
other hand, Aristotle holds that when you study particular thiJ·.,
the key moment-as far as growth in knowledge is concern
when you grasp a thing's internal fonn. The form of a thing is.
a piece of sensory data but an intelligible dimension of the
You grasp it not by some particular activity of one or more

but by an act of understanding, an intellectual act, an insiP
Hence, if you think of Aristotle in terms of what he bas in
with Plato-an acceptance of fonn as a nonsensory reality-'

will not regard Aristotle as an empiricist. You won't say that be
a rationalist, either, since he dearly emphasizes experience

than some alleged a priori element in knowledge. Perhaps YO."u ...
call him an "intellectualist," since he locates the heart of owl
edge in an intellectual (nonsensory) act.
An epistemological "voluntarist" locates the hean ~f 10.......
edge neither in the senses nor in reason but in the will, Ul
human capacity to tend toward or intend something and to..
that intention through choices. What is it that you are willinI
intending when you are in the process of coming to kno~
thing? Different versions of "voluntarism" will involve di/f«lanswers to that question. Ironically, the one unaccepuble
from a voluntarist perspective-an answer that puts you
t 6 6

the voluntarist camp rather than within it-is "truth." If you say
that the will to truth is a key element in the pursuit and attainment
of knowledge, you've not said anything that an empiricist or a
rationalist or an intellectualist has to deny. Empiricists, rationalists. and intellectualists can all say that the human knower is
gripped by the will to truth and hence motivated to direct attention
to sensory observations or to the rational manipulation of symbols
or to the intellectual penetration of data. The voluntarist goes
beyond this--or beneath it-and claims that a will to something
else is the primary element, the chief motivator and guide, in the
attainment of "knowledge."
A classic voluntarist epistemology is that of Friedrich
Nietzsche (1844-1900). Nietzsche held that the "will to power" is
II: the heart of knowledge. In seeking and attaining knowledge, the
bo:wer is seeking and attaining ways of looking at things and
talking about things that increase the knower's capacities of selfezpansion, full functioning, and practical control. (By "power"
Nw:wche meant primarily such capacities rather than the domiDatIOn by one individual or group of another individual or group~, of course, the drive to increase such capacities can
&equently express itself in a drive toward domination.) As a
bOwer, you might claim that your pursuit of knowledge is a
detached pursuit of truth for truth's sake, but in fact, Nietzsche
~uld say I your motivation is less pure than you think it is. The
~ to p?,wer ~oth motivates your search and guides your selection
facts .and Interpretations along the way. If you object that you
.., conSCIous of a will to truth but not conscious of a will to
Nietzsche can respond (as, more generally, any voluntarist
~ respond) that the primary motive for knowing needn't be
g ?f which you are fully conscious-the will can work
rand. m subconscious ways. H you further object that some
~ e claun to know things that make them feel humble, even
cable, rather than proud and powerful, Nietzsche can rethat even that SOrt of knowledge can mask a secret will to
IIDce . Perhaps ~ese humble knowers believe that their accep~ of a humblIng self-picture or world picture will eventually
~ them a reward and a position of prominence. Perhaps, tOO,
~ secretly bear rese~~ent toward the world's "winners" and
die ~~ self-aggrandiZIng glee--secretly or not so secretly-in
(N"1et2.sc.b at .such winners will eventually be brought low.
e did m fact interpret Christianity along these lines.)
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A voluntarist says, in sum, that you "see" and "know" whet
you want to. Why do you want to see and know whatever it is tba
you dO,see and know? Maybe you are driven, as Nietzsche says,
by ~ wll1 to ~ower. M~ybe you are driven by some other wilb
a will to. secumy or a.wlll .to pleasure or a will to beauty or a wiD
to .Qualny. ,You can I.magme any number of different voluntarist:
e~JS(emologles centermg ?n different possible objectives of the
will. "':'hat they all have In common is the belief that a will CD

somethmg o~er than "pure" truth is the primary factor witbia
human knowmg.
In ~in~in~ out the ~entral .role of will within knowledge. a
~oluntanst Isn [ ~~es~arily making a cynical or damning ohsembon. A vol~ntanst Isn t.~ecessarily saying, '<You CiUI and oMghtto

~ engaged. In a pure, ~1Smterested. detached pursuit of truth, but

mst~ad. driven by a

to something else, you follow a path of
self:mte~est and ~elf-dec~ption:~' Rather, a voluntarist might be
saymg. You can t be dnven sImply by a pure will to truth·· or
"You should?'t be driv~ simply by a pure will to truth" or bacia.
. Why can t you be dnven by a pure will to truth? A voluntaria
mIght say that the search for truth is always grounded in a variery
of human concerns and purposes. Take away those concerns aDd
purposes and you take away the search. Moreover, once the searcb
IS stan~. if you insist on being guided by nothing other than •
pure will to truth•.the. search may never reach closure. A5 10lIl
as you keep on ~~g-and as a pure truth-seeker you will
W~t to k;eep on thmking-new candidates for the sought-for uuda
will contmue to present themselves. If you banish every concent
except a cone,em fo~ truth, ,What "'ill keep you from expanding the
field of candidates mdefinltely? What will enable you to narroW'
ilie field? If i~ bct you do narrow ilie field, if you do mob
Judgm~nu, ~sn. t It because more than a pure desire for truth is
operatmg wlthm you?
A~ this point~ you might consider how Phaedrus' laboratory
expenence contnbuted to his break with mainstream rational
thought and launched him on his philosophical journey "in pursuit
of the ghost of rationality itself" (ZMM, p. 97). He discovered in
the lab that hypotheses tended to increase rather than decrease as
~hey were being tested. He thus came to see that scientific method.
IOstead of moving us toward a settling of truth claims moves US
a~ay "fr~~ SIng
' Ie absolute truths to multiple, indeterminate,
I
'
rei.
atlve ones and thereby contributes to rather than e1iminate5 "so-Will
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ciaI chaos" (ZMM, p. 101). What was the problem wiili scientific
lIIethod? Phaedrus would later see, though he didn't quite put it
this way, that in the pursuit of knowledge, scientific or nonscientific, a will to Quality is needed to complement and guide the will
to trUth. A detached will-to-truth, devoid of Quality awareness, is
incapable of gening where it wants to go (unless with NietzSche
you suppose that such a will is really a disguised form of a death
wish-in which case, the will to truth may well get its wish).
The narrator eventually discovered that Phaedrus' line of
thought about science converged with the line of thought of an
eminent scientist, mathematician. and philosopher, Jules Henri
Poincare (18)4-1912) (see ZMM, pp. 232-242). Poincare came to
see that the scientific crisis of his era, a crisis regarding the foundations of the sciences, was rooted in a crisis regarding mathematical truth. The discovery of new geometries to rival that of Euclid
raised a question about the nature of mathematical trUth. Poincare
came to the conclwion that mathematical truth was neither a priori, a fixed part of human consciousness, nor empirical, subject to
continual revision on the basis of experience, but confJentwnal, a
maner of definitions agreed upon to suit human convenience. Poincare extended this idea of "conventionalism" to the facts and hypotheses of science. The question then became, How are the key
facts and hypotheses selected? Poincare's answer was that the subliminal self, on the basis of a felt harmony or order. preselects what
COmes to consciousness. Thus Poincare, like Phaedrus, saw that
when reason pursues knowledge. it requires an element of will
other than simply a will to truth: It requires an orientation toward
a harmony comparable to Phaedrus' Quality so it can select information on the basis of that orientation. Poincare's "conventionalism" is another example of a voluntarist epistemology.
In addition to saying that you can't carry out the pursuit of
truth simply on the basis of a detached and disinterested wiU-totruth, a voluntarist might be saying that you shouldn't attempt to do
so. The attempt is misguided and inhuman. The search for knowledge should be carried out within the context of human values, and
knowledge itself should be seen as appropriately, as well as necessarily, value-laden. This insistence is a central and recurrent theme
of lMM. The "genetic defect" at the heart of Western rationality,
a defect that produces a "structure of reason" that is "emotionally
hollow, esthetically meaningless and spiritually empty" (lMM, p.
102) resides in the divorce of reason from value. That divorce.
i 6 9

initiated in the ancient Greek world (on Phaedrus' reading) by
likes of Plato and Aristoue (see ZMM, pp. 342-345) and
.
in the modem scientific era, must be overcome. "The dictum
Science and its offspring, technology, are 'value free,' that is, •
ity free,' has got to go" (ZMM, p. 231). What is needed is
"expansion of reason" (ZMM, p. 150) in which the will's .
tation to Quality is given a central plac~a replacement of I
rowly rationalistic or empiricistic theory of knowledge with a
voluntaristic one.
An American philosopher who called for something .
was William James (1842-1910). In James's voluntaristic
phy, Pragmatism, truth is thought of as belief that works.
that leads to fruitful and satisfying consequences. If you want
know whether a particular belief or hypothesis that you are
taining is true, be attentive to the consequences of the belief. If
consequences--in attitudes, in actions, and in the products of
titudes and actions-are good, if they are somehow satisfying,
you can say that the proposed belief is true; and if the
quences are not satisfying, you can say that the proposed
false. If later you find that a fruitful belief has become a fruitleol
destructive one or, vice versa, a fruidess or destructive beIicf
become a fruitful one, you can say that the truth bas changed.
idea that truth changes needn't be a source of intellectual
rassment. Truth isn't to be thought of as some son of
quality that certain beliefs have and others don't; it is to be
of as something that happens (or fails to happen) to a belief.
consequences of the belief get played out. Truth is a proasIH you look closely from James's perspective, you will seea
(other than the will to truth) at work within human 1m •
will to good. The will to truth is subordinate to the will to
Truth is a species of good, the good in the area of belief, that •
it is good to believe. Hence, you should nOt think of the pur"".!!
truth as a detached, value-free exercise but as an inteUeetual
directed and penneated by value concerns. You can perhaps'
ine Phaedrus reading James and exclaiming. "Yes! Score
the Sophists-the Platonic victory is not complete'" In Pbl....
view, Plato's attempt to fonn a synthesis of trUth (Jbe
concern of the early cosmological thinkers) and good (the
concern of the Sophists) resulted in an "encapsulation"' 01.
under truth. The Good became a Fonn, a dialectically
object of thought. Granted, it was the highest Fonn--but
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.au a Form. a fixed, unchangeable Idea rather than what the Sophists made it out to be, ever-changing reality itself (see ZMM, pp.

)42-343). From Phaedrus' viewpoint, James's epistemology might

be understood as a reversal of Plato's synthesis and a return to the
Sophists' perspective.
Before we move on from the first epistemological question
(What are you doing when you are knowing?), I'd like to call your
aumtion to twO more positions that seem to have special relevance
",ZMM's epistemology, fCemotivism" and "intuitionism." In genaal. an emotivist is anyone who stresses the role of human feelings
ill my or all areas of human endeavor. For present purposes, it is
imponant to take out the analytic knife and slice emotivism into
"Doncognitive emotivism" and "cognitive emotivism." A noncoglitive emotivist contrasts feeling with knowing-where feeling has
I central role to play, where knowledge. if present at all, is baniIbed to the periphery. A cognitive emotivist, on the other hand.
lea feeling as a potential medium of knowledge, at least in certain

.....

• These two contrasting emotivist positions are both exemplified
• twentieth-century ethical thought. Ethical thought (which will
be looked at more closely in the Value comparunent) seeks to
-.lerstand the meaning and the grounds of beliefs or judgments
~ the righmess or wrongness, goodness or badness of human
ations. When we apply terms like "right" or "wrong" or "good"
.-'bad" to human actions, what do we mean by such tenos? If we
.." for example, that killing an innocent human being is morally
wroag Or that sharing with the needy is morally good, what do we
- . by such statements? How do we know that our statements
=~rrect? A noncognitive emotivist-for example, the British
her A. J. Ayer (1910)-might say that such states~mply express our feelings or attitudes toward certain acIt WIthout expressing any knowledge about the actions. Hence,
~ be just as improper to say that our statements are trUe or
. , U It would be to say that a crowd's cheers for itS baseball team
~ths or falsehoods. In effect, we are simply saying, "Boo,
~Hurray, sharing'" On the other hand, a cognitive
toi74-t -for e~ample, the Genoan philosopher Max Scheler
--..~~8>-:-mlght say that your claims about killing and sharing
..--uued m objective values that are knowable through human
~er th.an through sensing or reasoning. Your claims exth feeling and the value reality that feeling discloses.
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press this disclosure through feeling.) Feelings are nOt just b .
forces; they are windows to knowledge.
If you are an intuitionist, you hold that you can know
things by an act of direct, nonsensory "seeing," or intuition.
word "~ntuition" itself is derived from a Latin word, intl4eri,
me~s literally "to look at" or "to gaze within. ") You don't
essanly deny the reality or importance of knowledge g .
through sense experience or reasoning or some combination
se?sing and reasoning, and you don't necessarily deny that
thl?gs known intuitively might also he known through empi .
ratlc:>nal means.. ~ou do, ho.wever, ~eny that all knowledge is
duclble to empmcal and rabonal aCbvity; and most probably
~ol~ ~at some very imponant things are only knowable thro....
lOtuItJO~. F?~ example, you might hold that value is only kn
able ~Y m~ltIon. You don't experience it with your senses, nor
you lofer It by a rational argument. You know it intuitively or
at all. You mightsay, with Henry Sidgwick (1838-1900), that
1O~1t th~ oughtn~ss. that is attached to doing or not doing certlIit
things, like not killmg the innocent; or you might say, with G. E.
~oore (~873-~ 958), that you intuit the goodness of cenain actioal,
like shumg With the needy. In either case, you will be clai .
th~t y~ur nonsensory intuitive act directly apprehends its p~
object In much the same way that an act of seeing directly apprehends color.
At this point, you may, quite rightly, detect a family resem?Iance betwe~n int~itionism and the version of cognitive emoci..
Ism we. have Just discussed. Both claim a type of direct knowiDI
that is not reducible to observation or inference. Both would be"
comfonable with the dictum of Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) tbat ". .
heart has its reasons that Reason doesn't know at all." The dittinction between the two positions seems to tum on the "felt" (or
"intuited") propriety of using the language of feeling or a JanguaF
that connotes a kind of intuitive seeing. You could, of course, ..,
that you both feel and intuit value.
Two. thi?gs that intuitionists frequently say about intuition'"
wonh smghng out here, because they have special relevance Itt
ZMM's epistemological insights. One is that intuition is a sorl rl
uinsid.e" knowl~dge, a knowledge had by a sort of sympathecic
entry mto the thmg known rather than by an external examinaUoa;
t 7 2
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a kin"" d of knowledge by identiry rather th,? by conf~ntation.Thi~
. the idea of intuition that you can find 10 the wntmgs of He~n
~son (1859--1941). who described .intuiti~n ,,:i~ phrases like
tellectual sympathy." It is also the Idea of tntulnon that you~g
~aedrus encountered in the writings of Albert Einstein, who Said
that the universal laws of the co~mos could o~ly be reach.ed br.
"intuition, resting on sympathetic understan~g of expen~nce
(quoted in ZMM, p. 99). That idea w~uld.be came~ forw~rd tn.the
narrator's reflections (undoubtedly msplred. by, If n~t Inhented
from Phaedrus) about the relation of Qualtty to cann~ (ZM~,
pp.
247). Just as f?r Einstein t~e intuition ~f cosmic laws IS
rooted in a sympathetic understand109 of expenence, so for the
narrator the intuition of Quality is rooted in caring about what one
is seeing and doing. But for the narrator ~he flow goes ~~ ways.
Caring-which, you might care to note! mvolves both wlllmg ~d
feeling-is reciprocally related to Quality. The m~re you cu~ 10
your knowing and doing, the more you see (or mtult) Qualtty.
The more you intuit Quality, the more you care. "A person who
sees Quality and feels it as he works is a person who cares. A
person who cares about what he sees and does is a person who's
bound to have some characteristics of Quality" (ZMM, p. 247).
The second frequently made and presently peninent sta~eme~t
is that intuition is holistK. When you intuit, you see wholes m their
wholeness. In contrast, when you are engaged in an analytic m.ode
of thought, you seek to know things by breaking them down mto
partS and subparts (or, in the narrator's tenos, concepts .and
subconcepts-ZMM, p. 86). The rational, analytic mode of thinking, exemplified in 2MM's breakdown of a motorcycle (pp.. 6~
67), belongs to the "classic" mentality, whereas the holIstic,
intuitive mode belongs to the "romantic" mentality. I~ t~nos of
ZAlN's landscape analogy (pp. 69-70), rational analySIS. IS what
you are doing when you are sorting the handful of sand mto various piles on the basis of various criteria; intuition is what you are
exercising when you grasp the entire handful of sand as a whole.
As the analogy suggests, one and the same o~ject can. £U~is~ ~he
material for both rational analysis and intuinon. While mtultlon
might have its own proper objects (e.g., as some intuitionists suggest, value), it might also share objects with other modes of
thought. You can analyze the motorcycle in tenDS of its partS and
functions; additionally or alternatively, you can intuitively grasp
II'
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the cycle as the "right thing" for you. a vehicle that suits your
style. In the latter case. your intuition is still a nonsensory act of
knowing. even though the motorcycle is a sensory object-the
cycle doesn't carry a visible label that says "right thing."
What are you doing when you are knowing? You have been
considering various answers to that question, answers centering OD
distinct cognitional activities and issuing in distinct epistemological
positions. Suppose that you take away the "ism" from those distinct positions and consider the distinct activities that have just
been called to your attention. What do you see? Perhaps you see
the empiricist's sense experience. the intellectualist's understandiltg
of the fonns of things, the rationalist's reasoning with categories iD
logical patterns, the voluntarist's willing of what is considered.
valuable, the cognitive emotivist's feeling of values. and the inw.
itionist's intuition of unanalyzed (though not necessarily unanalyzable) meanings and values.
Now look a little more closely. Do you perhaps see those six
activities conveniently arranging themselves intO two distinct epiJ.
temological trinities? Do you see emerging a "classic" epistemO-'
logical trinity of sense experience, understanding, and reasoning?
Can you imagine an implementation of scientific method that does
not involve all three of those activities? Do you also see emerging
a "romantic" epistemological trinity of feeling. intuition. and wiJ/l
Can you imagine a «groovy" approach to life from which any of
those is absent? It is perhaps not difficult to see the classic trinity
as a structure. a set in which each element plays its proper role. It
is quite a bit more difficult to see the romantic trinity as a
structur~and maybe that's fitting.
You don't find a fully developed epistemology in ZMM, but
you do find epistemological ideas that seem to be awaiting and
even crying out for development-for example, the idea that there
is apreconscious moment in knowing, a moment of Quality awareness or Quality intuition, which ought to be taken very seriously
(ZMM, pp. 221-222). This is nOt the place to attempt a full development of the son of epistemology that ZMM implies. It is,
however, the place to note that an epistemology true to the spirit
of ZMM would be an inclusive epistemology, one that overcomes
the C<noncoalescence between reason and feeling" that makes tech..
nology come across as ugly (ZMM, p. 149), one that bridges the
classic-romantic split by somehow interweaving the classic and
romantic epistemological trinities.
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OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE
The first epistemological question, the question that we have been
asking, focuses on the activity of knowing. The second epistemological question focuses on the content that is reached through that
activity. This second question can be put in several ways: What is
the statuS of the content of knowing? What are you knowing when
you are doing what knowing requires? What do you reach when
you genuinely know something?
When you know, does your knowing attain an object that is
somehow independent of the mind with which you come to know
it? If your answer is yes, you can be: called an epistemological
realist. If your answer is no. you can be caUed an epistemological
idealist. As an epistemological idealist, you hold that what you
know is always an object within your mind rather than an object
beyond your mind, a mental reality rather than an extran1ental

roaIiry.
Earlier. in the Reality compamnent, you had a look at metaphysical realism and idealism. Now you are having a look at episumological realism and idealism. Interestingly or frusuatingly
(depending on how your mind works), the metaphysical and epistemological positions can be: found in various combinations. You
can be both a metaphysical realist and an epistemological realist. In
that case. you hold that there is a reality that exists outside of mind
Or independently of consciousness (metaphysical realism), and you
also hold that through your knowing activity you can actually
reach such reality (epistemological realism). The motorcycle is a
~onmental thing, and you can know it as it is. A second possibility
~ that you are a metaphysical realist and an epistemological ideal1St. In that case. you hold that there is an extramental reality (metaphysical realism) but that your knowledge takes you no funher
than a mental version of it, a version shaped by the structures and
actiVities of your knowing mind (epistemological idealism). This
\'{as, more or less, the position of Immanuel Kant, who held that
there was an extramental reality, a c<thing-in-itself," a "noumenon," but that human knowledge is confined to the ..thing-forus," the "phenomenon"-an object of knowledge that has been
shaped by the mind. The motorcycle is a nonmental thing, but you
can only know a mind-shaped image of it. A third possibility is
that you are a metaphysical idealist and an epistemological idealist.
In that case. you bold that all reality is mental and that your
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h a certain state of transcendental awareness in which all obcycle is always a mental thing, a projection of some consciou
are absent and only the Pure Subject, Annan, remains. Howor other, and you know it in the version that suits the consci
r the present point about the correlativity of subject and object
ness that is yours. The fourth and final possibility is that you a ~int about the basic meanings of words rather than about the
a metaphysical idealist and an epistemological realist. In that
timate nature of reality. If the Hindus are right about Atman,
you hold that reality is essentially mind-dependent. but the
en Aunan is a "Subject" only in a sense that goes beyond the
on which it depends is not the human mind, and the human
ic meaning of "subject." Of course if you're in that state, you
in its knowing activity, can go beyond itself and reach the pro
n't give a hoot about such terminological distinctions; you don't
of that Mind. The motorcycle ultimately derives its existence
about it as a subject state-you don't talk about it at all.)
the knowing activity of the Big Mind, but you can know it as
To see how subject-object talk becomes controversial, consider
with your little mind-which is also ultimately a product of the readily available comext-the context furnished by this book you
Mind. Certain "objective idealists" who followed Kant as w
reading. As you read, you are aware of something. Given the
certain «transcendental realists" (see above, p. 142) seem to
. tinction that has just been made. you can say that you are a
something like this fOUM position. (You're probably even
bject and that what you are aware of as you read is an object. So
confused now. But be patient.... )
, there is not likely to be any disagreement among the propoWhile these distinctions are rattling around in your mind,
IS of various metaphysical and epistemological positions. Supmight find it worthwhile to inspect yet another distinction,
you are asked what the object is. How do you answer?
between
subjectivity
and
objectivity.
It
merits
attcn
distinction
ppose you answer, "Written words," and are asked, in tum.
here because the distinction frequently arises in talk about
bether those words are simply visual entities, objects of sight, or
edge (as well as in talk about reality), notably in lively discu •
something else. You answer that the words are signs of meangs and that you are aware of those meanings through your mind.
and debates among true believers in the JUSt delineated
metaphysical-epistemological positions. More specifically,
e object of your reading activity is meaning as well as visible
cds. (The throng of philosophical eavesdroppers is getting a bit
terms merit attention because they figure prominently in ZM.
philosophical talk. Phaedrus reached the climax of his metap
est-but there is no voiced disagreement yet.) Now you are
ical thinking in the context of facing a dilemma regarding the
, point-blank. whether you are reaching anything "real"
en you read. (The eavesdroppers are at the edge of their seats.)
jectivity or objectivity of Quality. His response to that dil
provided the narrator with the basic tools for carrying out .ou answer that the meanings themselves are not anything real.
philosophical task of ZMM, the overcoming of a cenain .
they are merely mental, but that through those meanings you
subject-object dualism and its spillover into other dualisms.
.coming to know cenain realities, and that those realities are the
tlmate objects that you are contacting through your reading.
want to understand ZMM's philosophical thrust, sooner or
we have to pay some attention to the meaning of subject-o
Now the disagreements begin. By your response, you please the
talk.
hysical and epistemological realists as well as the rationalists.
Basically, a subject is a knowing mind or a center of con .
Ut you alienate the metaphysical idealists, who are miffed about
ness and an object is that which the mind knows or that wh'
our, exclusion of the mental from the real. the epistemological
present to consciousness. The terms "subject" and "object"
lS, who are nonplussed about your supposition that mental
tents reveal extramental realities, and the empiricists, who are
correlative: A subject is called a Clsubject" insofar as it is a
an object; an object is called an "object" insofar as it stands,
ed about your claim to know reality through a grasp of meanleast can stand, in a certain relation to a subject. Take awa
ISNa~er than through sensory perceptions.)
OhCe that. in this hypothetical scenario, the word "object"
subjects and you take away all objects. Take away all objectS
you take away all subjects. (Certain schools of Hindu th
arouses no controversy. No one finds fault with the bare
would seemingly disagree with this and say that it is possib
that there are objects in your awareness. The controversy
knowledge is confined to your mind's version of it. The m
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begins when you start to say certain things about the nature
Status of those objectS. Similarly, no one finds fault with the b
claim that you are a conscious subject. Controversy only ari
when you begin to describe your activity as a reading subject.
Suppose, to vary the scenario slightly. you say that, when y
read, you create meanings rather than discover them and that reall
there is no meaning in the text until you create it. If you say th
you please the voluntarist but disturb the rationalist. Perhaps
rationalist is disturbed to the point of berating you for being
subjective. Now norice what has happened. Subject-object talk
taken a strange semantic tum. It is perfectly okay to be a Usu
ject"; but it's bad to be "subjective. n Take a more or less neu
word and add a seemingly neutral suffix, and what do you get?
negatively charged word. How does that happen? Why is it
accusation to call someone subjective whereas it is simply descri
dve to say that someone is a subject? Why is it bad for people
treat people like objects but good fOt people to be objective? Ho
is it that Usubject" and "object' are complementary, each calli
for the other. whereas "subjectivity" and "objectivity" are co
monly thought of as opposed, so that where one increases
other decreases?
The shon and generic answer to all of these questions is
the history of language is complex and not revealed in diction
listings of words and their derivatives. The longer and more specific answers would no doubt show how various thoughts abo
reality, knowledge, and value got packed into certain words at
certain times through the influence of the dominant voices (individual or collective) of those times.
Of course, there can be different dominant voices at differ
times, and so words can carry layers of meanings. If we were to
examine the words "subjective" and "objective" closely, we would
probably find such layers of meaning, some more prominent
others; and each layer would contain a belief about reality, a belief
about knowledge, and a value judgment all rolled into one
packed tightly into the word.
Consider, for example, the pejorative use of the word "su~
jective." When we use that word in a pejorative manner, we are noC
saying that it's bad for a subject to be a subject, a center of COD'"'
sciousness. We are not saying that a subject should become a more
or less inen and opaque object or that the subject should become
less a subject by deadening awareness. Rather, we are obliquely

A second way to use the word "subjective" pejoratively is to
.someone (e.g.• an opponent in a disagreement) of being
subJecnve and mean that he or she is being arbitrary or unreasonable or capricious. In such a case, you are advocating a rationalist
approach to the settling of an issue. There is a correct way to think
about things or do things in this situation, and reason-the use of
appropriate concepts in logical patterns of thinking-will show the
way. You want your opponent to listen to the voice of SWeet
~n, not the voice of his or her preferences or feelings or inklings; and perhaps also you want to avoid spending the time and
~e energy that sensitivity to feelings requires. You find packed
0 the word "subjective" a negative attitude toward nonrationthist, perhaps romantic, modes of consciousness, so you pull out
word and label your opponent with it. In this case, your use
of the label may be counterproductive, since it is likely to incite
?">re of ~e romantic modes of consciowness that you are calling
Into questJon by your use of the word "subjective."
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aiticizing the kind of conscious activity that the subject is engaged
in. Cenain kinds of activity are called for since they lead to the
right kind of relation to the object, and certain other kinds of
activity ought not be performed since they lead to the wrong kind
of relation. When the wrong kind of activity is present or the right
kind of activity is absent, the word "subjective" is wed pejoratively. What kind of activity is wrong? What kind of activity is
right? The answers depend on what kind of epistemological and
metaphysical beliefs are associated with the word.
You can use the word "subjective" pejoratively in more than
one way. One way is to say that a cenain statement is "subjective"
and to mean by that that the statement is "unrealistic" and "nonempirical." Suppose that you are an empiricist (and also a naive
realist) and you don't find any empirical support for the statement
in extramental reality. You might tben infer that the statement is
~.d.on the wrong sorts of cognitional activities (e.g., on alleged
lDtUlbOOS). and accordingly you might wish to criticize the Statement. You find that the word "subjective" already conveniently
packages your criticism (because of one of the layers of meaning
contained in it-a layer in which nonempirical consciousness is
~eemed inappropriate), so you express your criticism, at least initially, by means of that convenient label. Eventually, you may find
yourself in a debate about knowledge and reality, but for now the

bbel will do.
acc~se

:ili

As these two examples indicate, both empiricists and rationalists can use the word "subjective" in a negative way. In each caIet
subjectivity, which is "bad," is implicitly opposed to a kind of.
objectivity, which is «good"; but in the two cases, distinet_
though not necessarily opposed-notions of subjectivity and 0bjectivity are involved. In the empiricist view, you reach the " object of your knowing activity and are thus "objective" wbca
your Statements are grounded in sensory experience, but
your statements are not grounded in sensory experience, unfonanately, you are "subjective." In the rationalist view, you reach the
true object of your knowing activity and are thus "objective" wbca
your statements are grounded in rational activity, but when 'fOIl'
statements are not grounded in rational activity, unfonunatdr.
you are "subjective."
To make this distinction in another way, the empiricist is typically committed to a correspondence theory of truth, whereas die
rationalist is typically committed to a coherence theory of uuda.
According to the correspondence view, truth consists of a rnaIdl
between what is in the mind and what is in reality. When ....
you're thinking matches up with or corresponds to external reality,
then what you're thinking is the truth. How do you know that
your beliefs correspond to reality? You know it through 5e115OlJ
experience. (At least that's the wayan empiricist would put iLl
According to the coherence theory, truth consists primarily of tbe
sticking-together-ness, or coherence, of the various elements _
enter into a given belief and of the various beliefs that enter into.
point of view. When the contents of your mind cohere with andclo
not contradict one another, then you are in possession of uuda.
How do you know that your mental contents are coherent? Yao
ascertain it through rational methods, such as analyzing, ca~
rizing, and drawing inferences. Whether you think of truth ia
terms of correspondence or in terms of coherence, when you c:aII
someone's talk subjective you are implicitly saying that it faIII
short of the pertinent criteria for truth.
Can the terms "subjective" and "subjectivity" be used ia I
positive (not just neutral) way, and "objective" and "objectiviqin a negative way? They can. It has been done-notably by the
great Danish philosopher Seren Kierkegaard (1813-1855). Pi....
his own type 01 thinking (which has come to he called "emtialist") against that of the rationalists of his day, such as HcrL
Kierkegaard called for "passionate subjectivity" as opposed to life.
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less ohjectivity. His was the kind 01 thinking that ZMM's .narrator
'Would like to see somehow mcluded 'flIlthln Western rat!onallt~.
You can, if you like, follow ~erkegaard:s l~a~ and sp~ak POSitively of subjectivity and negatively of .0.bJectlv,ty. ~otl~e.' however, that it is one thing to speak poslUvely of subjectiVity and
another to impart to the word "subjectivity" a positive charge, so
that the word itself is readily available for positive use in a variety
of contexts. This laner task may take some time. Notice, too, that
in following Kierkegaard's semantic lead, you are seeking a reversal of positive and negative charges but not really a change of
meaning. Subjectivity is still associated with the "romantic trinity"
that we talked about earlier, and objectivity is still associated with
the "classic trinity." (This is a strange semantic fact. Areo't classic
activities-such as reasoning-activities of a human subject? Are
mere no objects in romantic consciousness?) Finally, notice that a
reversal of charges only continues the opposition of "subjectivity"
and "objeCtivity." There is a change of regime but not a gem.~ine
revolution. A genuine semantic revolution would convert a hierarchical dualism of opposed forces intO an egalitarian duality of
complementary aspects.
Now that you've taken notice of subject·object talk in a broad
way, you are perhaps prepared to tune in more closely. to the
subject-object talk in ZMM. As a point of departure, conSider the
apparent dilemma that Phaedrus faces when his colleagues put to
him a question concerning the Quality that he has been touting.
They ask him whether Quality is objective, residing in observable
objects, or subjective, residing only in the mind of the observer.
Phaedrus sees that if he says that Quality is objective, either he will
have to explain why Quality is not scientifically detectable or he
will have to show how it is detectable. On the other hand, if he
says that it is subjective, Quality will be dismissed as "a fancy
Dame for whatever you like" (ZMM. p. 205). This initial posing of
the dilemma illustrates some of the things that have just been noted.
First, objectivity is presented as the "good guy" and subjectivity as
the "had guy." Phaedrus saves the day lor Quality il he succeeds
~ associating it with objectivity (good company) and disassociat109 it from subjectivity (bad company). Second, objectivity is as~iated with the empirical activity of scientific detection and hence
wt~ the classic epistemological trinity, whereas subjectivity is as~~ted with "whatever you like" and hence with the feeling and
-ming of the romantic trinity. Third, objectivity and subjectivity
t • t

are thought of as opposed and mutually exclusive possibilities.
Quality has to be one or the other. It can't be both. Which is it?
How does Phaedrus meet the dilemma? First, he avoids the
"objective hom" of the dilemma. He realizes that if he claims to
see in objects something that science does not detect, he is going to
come out <Ca nut or a fool or both" (ZMM, p. 207). Notice how
this reaction is a concession to scientific pretensions of having a
monopoly on the definition of "objectivity" (which involves an
identification of the objective with the empirical) or, at least, to
popular acceptance of such pretensions. Next, Phaedrus turns his
attention to the "subjective horn" and grapples with the claim that
Quality, if subjective, is "just what you like" (ZMM, p. 208). He
sees that what rankles him in that phrase is the word "just," which
functions as a put-down. If you get rid of the put-down word, you
are leh with what seems to be <Can innocuous truism" (ZMM, p.
209). Of course, Quality is wbat you like. Why shouldn't it be?,..
Phaedrus probes the matter, he sees that authoritarians might be
against this view of Quality, since from their perspective you
should obey authority rather than go after what you like. Then he
sees that the real challenge to this subjective view of Quality cornel
from "scientific materialism and classic fonnalism" (ZMM, p.
209), and so he considers each in turn.
Scientific materialism says that if Quality is subjective rather
than objective, "what you like" rather than something knowable
scientifically as composed of matter and energy, Quality is unreal
and unimportant. Note that this involves a put-down of subjectivity in general as well as Quality in particular. Phaedrus sees thlt
this position is naive in that it makes scientific concepts and fa...
themselves unreal and unimporunt, since scientific concepts lack
matter and energy and cannot possibly exist apan from "subjectift
considerations" (ZMM, p. 211). The naJT2tor makes that poiD&
with suonger language, very early on in ZMM, in the context of.
ughost story": The laws of science are "ghosts" and a "hUIDlll
invention," and "the world has no existence whatsoever outside
the human imagination" (ZMM, p. 31). (Phaedrus, after he bII
worked through the subjectivity-objectivity dilemma, will 1111
equally suong idealist language when he says that we "create tbI
world in which we live. All of it. Every last bit of it"-ZMM, It225.) Phaedrus' rebuttal of scientific materialism clearly invoiYet
large doses of idealism. Realizing that, Pbaedrus backs off froaI
such a line of response, because idealism, though logical, just WOO-':
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make it in a freshman composition course-it's "too far-fetched"
(ZMM, p. 211). Is Phaedms, at this point, backing off from idealism or is he backing off from professing idealism?
Classic formalism says that if Quality is subjective, is just what
you like, then Quality is just a matter of "romantic surface appeal"
(ZMM, p. 211) rather than something susceptible to classic "overall understanding" (ZMM, p. 212). The implication is that if you
are in your right mind and a teacher to boot, you want understanding to take precedence over emotions, so you should give up
all this subjective stuff and come back to the objective, classic
pronouncements about Quality that you can find in textbooks.
Phaedrus just doesn't buy this. It would require a cowardly reueat
from where his thinking has arrived.
In the end, Phaedrus has an insight that allows him to split the
horns of the dilemma: Quality is neither objective nor subjective but
II third entity, an entity that is the parent of both subjects and ob~
jects, of mind and matter. Two questions come to mind with regard
to Phaedrus' crowning insight: How does that insight overcome the
dilemma? What bearing does Phaedrus' insight have on the overcoming of subject-object dualism? Let's consider each of those
questions briefly before we move on to the Value compartment.
How does Phaedrus' insight overcome the dilemma? At first
glance, the answer seems simple: If Quality is neither objective nor
subjective, the problems associated with either of those labels are
av~ided. However, when you ask in what sense Quality is proclaune~ to be neither objective nor subjective, things get more
complicated. According to Phaedrus, Quality is neither objective
Dor subjective in the sense that it is neither "a part of matter" nor
"a pan of mind" (ZMM, p. 213). To say that Quality is neither
~d nor matter is to make a claim about reality, a metaphysical
claim-and an important one a[ that. However, it seems that Phaedrus' opponents are posing a dilemma that is at least partly, and
P<rhaps mainly, an epistemological dilemma. They want to know
bow Phaedrus know' the Quality that he talks about. Does he
know it objectively, through the classic methods [hat science has
perf~ted? If so, they seem to be saying, let him show us the
nent method or instrument that we too may use it and see. On
e other hand, if he knows it subjectively, through romantic
modes of consciousness, then his "knowledge" doesn't amount to
~ucb more than poetry-it can please, but it can't prove. (Notice
w compla and potentially confusing subject-object talk can be.
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The derivatives "'subjective" and u<bjective" can be taken both as
metaphysical terms, referring to kirds of reality, and as episterJ'lOw
logical terms, referring to ways of mowing.) You might imagine
Phaedrus' opponents, on this epistmological reading of the di~
lemma, continuing to jab at Phaedrli with the subjective horn eVeD
after Phaedrus' enthronement of Q.tality as the third member of
the metaphysical trinity. "Granted tlat Quality is to be thought of
as neither mind nor matter," they mght say to Phaedrus, "how do
you know that this alleged nonmentll, nonmaterial reality is actually a reality and not just a creation of your mind?" Phaedrus can
respond to that question in several ways. He can challenge the
narrow view of knowledge that setrnS to underlie the dilemma.
Objections to subjective talk may SlOW themselves objectionable
when they are subjected to objectivescrutiny. He can develop and
present a more adequate and inclushe view of knowledge. He can
make some specific comments-he eventually does so--on how
Quality is known. The point to be nade here is simply that a full
and Westem1y rational (nonmysti.;al) resolution of Phaedrus'
subjectivity-objectivity dilemma seens to require epistemological
reflections as well as metaphysical irsight. (Complementarily, the
narrator eventually sees that Poincari's epistemological reflections
about the preselection of facts would be well served by the addition
How does Phaedrus' insight bearon the overcoming of subject·
object dualism? His insight is that Q'lality is the parent of subjects
and objects. We need to unpack tha insight a bit before we can
draw out its implications. Quality is an event-an event "known"
(but not through subject-object knoving) in a preintellectual moment of awareness. At that Quality noment, both subject awareness and object awareness (hence, bJth subjects and objects) are
made possible. How so? Under the stimulus of Quality, the hu·
man subject creates the world of objetts and through object awareness creates itself as subject (see ZNM. pp. 215, 221-222, 225).
In what sense do we "create" tI::e world? More than one in·
terpretation of Phaedrus' view is pos!ible. If we interpret his view
in a loosely Kantian manner, we willsay that the world we know
and are active in is a world shaped by our modes of consciousness
and by various cognitional activities. The world we live in is a
humanly shaped world, not a world o~ "'raw stuff." We are creatite
shapers. The ultimate source and creaor is Quality. Hence, when

Pbaedrus discovers the Sophists, he takes to the Sophist dictUm
that "man is the measure of all things," since that formulation
regards human beings as creative participants rather than as the
ultimate source (sec ZMM, p. 338).
To sec how Phaedrus's philosophy of Quality (as well as the
narrator's elaborations of it) contends with subject-object dualism,
we have to become clear about the dualism in question. What son
of subject-object dualism is the problem? The problem is not the
bare duality of subject and object. ZMM does not seek to do away
with subjects or objects or even the distinction between them. The
problem seems to center on the relation of subject and object. How
do you, as a human subject, relate to the world of objects, to the
things you know and the things you do, and how do you see that
relation? Do you take the side of the objects and relate to the world
in an "objective" manner? Do you take the side of the subject and
relate to the world in a "subjective" manner? Do you see your way
of relating as a matter of exclwive choice, such that you can relate
in one way or the other but not in both, except perhaps at different
times? Are you forced to choose between the poet in yourself and
the scientist?
The forced choice between the mentality of the poet and the
mentality of the scientist is rooted in a dutancing between subject
and object, a distancing that is at the hean of the subject-object
dualism that ZMM seeks to overcome. The object is "out there";
the subject is "in here. We seem forced to choose between living
in accord with what is "out there" and living in accord with what
u "in here." If we choose the former, we confine our consciowness to detached modes that are apt for revealing what is out there.
We don't let our subjectivity-thought of here in terms of the
romantic trinity of willing, feeling, and intuiting-get in the way.
If On the other hand we choose subjectivity, we can Jet ourselves go
and be affectively engaged in what we do, give expression to our
feelings, hopes, and desires, and if we like create an imaginary
"orld. But don't confuse this imaginary world with the real world.
The real world is the world of scientific disCOfJery, not the world of
poetic creation. In this choice between the scientist and the poet,
sc:,>cial accepUnce of our choice may depend upon who is "winDIng" at a panicular stage of culture, the scientists or the poets. In
the last few centuries, in Western culture, the scientists and their
followers have tended to be the winners.
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of Phaed'lls's meuphysics-ZMM, Ip. 241-242.)

II

The alleged distance between subject and object begins to
ish when we start to look at the world the way Phaedrus 10Gb
it. Subject and object are intimately related, since both spring
the Quality event and since both "grow toward Quality or
away from Quality together" (ZMM. p. 293). Moreover, since
subject "creates" the object, there is no need to think of CTelIliol
as the exclusive prerogative of the poet. The scientist creates
whether or not it is recognized. And there is no cause for
here. Being creative is bad science only when we mistakenly
of subjects and objects as distanced to begin with. Whether or
science is good science does nOt hinge on whether or not we
poetic creativity at bay. It hingC:3 on whether or not we tuDe ill
Quality and we engage in the creating-discovering tasks of .
Similarly, good poetry (and good art in general) hinges on
tuning in to Quality. We are either poet-scientists or sci
poets, depending on our focus. We do well what we do, and we
not arbitrary and capricious (see ZMM, p. 241) when
caring (ZMM, pp. 25, 247-248,267) and peace of mind (ZM
pp. 146, 264-267) we allow Quality to stimulate and guide
fusion of subjectivity and objectivity into creative discoveries
illuminating creations.

VALUE
The last compartment in our backpack to consider is the com
ment of Value. We can keep our visit to that compartment
tively brief, not because Value is less important (Value, by its
definition, is all that is important) but because a number of •
have already been said about Value and about Value talk in
other companments, as well as in other parts of our bac
Talk about Quality is talk about Value. The name for the
era! branch of philosophy that is concerned with Quality or Vi
is "axiology" (the study of that which is worthy-axios in G •
Axiology is commonly divided into ethics and aesthetics. The
of worth that ethics focuses upon is the goodness or badness
can be found in human activity. The kind of worth that aesthell
focuses upon is the beauty or ugliness that is to be found in
or an. Let's have a look at ethics and aesthetics in tum.
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ETHICS

Emits is concerned with knowing what human actions have what
worth and why. What human actions are "good" or "right"? What
buman actions are ubad" or Uwrong"? What makes human actions
"good" or "right" rather than ubad" or "wrong?" As the use of
quotation marks might indicate, there are different ways of underRIDding the key terms that are used in ethics. On its most fundamental level, ethics is concerned with sorting out the meaning of
Ibose terms. On less fundamentalleve1s, ethics is concerned with
aying something about this or that specific area of human activity
or about this or that particular action.
To begin, let's make a distinction between Ujourney ethics"
and "map ethics," between the kind of ethical thinking that might
arise and be carried out within the context of your own life's
journey and the kind of ethical thinking that goes on when you
cake up the formal study of the umaps" left behind by various
ethical thinkers. In the first case. your focus is on your own actions, your own living. You begin to raise questions about what's
good and bad in the way you are living and about what changes
you might make. You don't just want to think or talk about what's
aood or right; you want it to be there, in your life. In the second
cue, «map ethics, n the focus is on talk about good or bad actions
~ about the meaning of the terms involved in such talk. Your
lIDIDediate goal is to become dear about such talk. You can, of
c:ourse, pass from journey ethics to map ethics: Life's quandaries
can drive you to seek light in the writings of others. You also can
pus: from map ethics to journey ethics: A particularly stimulating
~k or teacher might drive you to convert academic questions
IIItO real questions and begin an actual search instead of just faking
ODe (see ZMM, p. 184). It is also possible. however, that you
fbgage in journey ethics or map ethics by itself. When you isolate
IDIp ethics, you have a good example of the Platonic, formal "enClpsulation" of Quality that Phaedrus was worried about (ZMM,
p. 342). Good becomes simply an object of thought.
tolo y~u can divide both journey ethics and map ethics into deoncleo gleal and teleological forms of thinking. If your thinking is
otological (from the Greek dean, meaning "the obligatoryU),
~ concern is with the Tules (or principles or duties) that you
d follow. You believe that if you know and apply the right
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ru.les, your actions will he morally good, and if you don't, they
will be morally bad. The consequences of an action are irrel
to the action's moral wonl. If an action makes you and everyoae
else miserable but it follovs the rules, it still is a morally IOC"I
action. If an action makes }OU and everyone else happy but fails to
follow the rules, it still is abad action. If, on the other hand, your
thinking is teleological (from the Greek telos, meaning "end" or
"goal») your concern is "ith the goals or consequences toward.
which your actions tend. You believe that actions that (end.

promote the realization of Ihe right goals are good and actions tba
tend to promote the realin'on of bad goals are bad. Rules, at bat.
are guidelines that indicate "hat sons of actions are likely to briaI
about good or bad conseqlences. If you follow a rule for the sMa
of following a rule while bowing that in so doing you will briD&
about bad consequences, y"'u act wrongly. If you deviate from.
rule because you see that it so doing you will bring about goo4J
you act righdy. (Phaed'll' Sly' that Quality i, the goal 01 methoclZMM, p. 305. Does that pit him in the tdeologica1 camp?)
Depending on where th~ rules come from. a deontological.,..
proach can be authority-blsed or reason-based. We can aa:epc
some panicular authority (familial, legal, religious, etc.) as the
source of the rules of right .ving, or we can attempt to work 01IC
the rules rationally. The classic example of rational deontol~
ethics is the ethical system )f Immanuel Kant. Kant held that •
the rules of ethics could be reduced to a son of master rule. HI.
provided several different fomulations of that rule, which he caW.
the categorical imperative. What those formulations seem to bne
in common is that they all c.il for a respect for rationality itself. . .
source of all rules. Most of Kant's formulations amount to different versions of what has cone to be called the principle of universalizability. According to that principle. whenever you are
wondering about the rightn~s of any action that you are t.hi.nkiaI'
of taking, you should ask youself whether you can reasonably d
that everyone in a similar uuation, not just you. be allowed 10
perform the type of action III question. If you cannot rationallr
will it, then you should consiler the action contrary to reason and.
therefore. contrary to duty. You shouldn't do it. Suppose, faI.
example, you are thinking ofmaking a false promise in order to ~
out of some difficulty. Can}'tlu rationally universalize that kind
~havior? Can you rationally will anyone to feel free to make
promises to alleviate difficult situations? If there were general

mission for such behavior. it is likely that you would become a
rictim of another's false promise and find your trust betrayed. But
more to the point of Kant's logical argument, all promises would
rrentually become so meaningless that no one could e.ver rely on
Illomer's promise. The action, universalized. defeats Itself. False
promises make false, promises impo~si~le. You can't rationally will
.bat is self-contradictory. ContradJctlons are the no-no of reason.
It is not right to mess with Father Reason; so the action you're
contemplating is wrong.
For a teleological ethicist, the main question is, What is the
proper goal of human activity? Two examples of teleological ethics
c:bme to mind: utilitarian ethics and Aristotelian ethics. If you are
• utilitarian following in the footsteps of the English philosophers
Jemny Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuan Mill (1806-1873),
your goal is to maximize pleasure or happiness and minimize pain
or unhappiness among the people affected by your actions. Hence,
when more than one course of action or nonaction is open to you,
a a good utilitarian. you ask for each course of action how many
people will ~nefit or be hurt and how much. You include yourself
in this calculation, but you don't give yourself special preference.
The utilitarian approach seems hard to fault until you notice that
producing the greatest happiness or the least unhappiness for the
majority of people can conceivably ~ connected with fostering or
tolerating inhumane treatment of a minority-something that a
deontologist should be quick to point out and condemn.
For AristOtle and Aristotelians, the goal of human activity is
happiness, just as it is for certain utilitarians. However. in contrast
10 utilitarians, Aristotelians conceive of happiness "objectively"
(there's that word again) and "naturalistically." Happiness is an
~jeaive condition that might or might not correlat~ with subjecIIYt satisfaction. Happiness consists of the completion or fulfillmeat of your human nature. By nature, you have certain tendencies
aad capacities that define you as a human being. Your task as a
human being, your built-in, or "natural," goal, is to actuate and
develop your natural tendencies and capacities rather than leave
them donnant or, worse, do things that thwart their expression
and development. (Notice that for Aristotle what is "natural" in us
doesn't automatically come to fruition. If you don't cultivate your
Dature, you can easily develop and become accustomed to an "uo~~.. way of living. Mencius, a Confucian thinker in ancient
-.aua, said something similar. ) To the extent that you succeed in
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bringing your nature to completion and living out of that perf
nature. you are happy. Along with this objective state of happ'
comes a cert~in fe.eling of.satisfaction-from Aristotle's viewpo'
the best satIsfaction available to human beings. But feelinp:
~atisfaction, as such. should not be the ultimate goal of your •
mg. You can feel a sort of satisfaction while living in unnatural
unhealthy ways. You can live antisocially and inhumanely and .
enjoy a kind of satisfaction. From an Aristotelian viewpoint,
SOrt of "happiness" is likely to be short-lived, but even while •
lasts it is not the happiness that Aristotelians see as the goal
human life.
At this point you might be tempted to think that for utili .
the goal (or good) is social, whereas for Aristotelians the goal'
individual. Utilitarians talk about benefiting as many as po .
Aristotelians talk about fulfilling your own nature. However••
the Aristotelian view, human nature is intrinsically social: Ari'_
telians bold that we are naturally oriented toward developing
powers within society and fOT society. If you have no desire
cooperate with others and benefit others. something in your
man nature is nOt being tended. Developing yourself goes hand •
hand with making a social contribution. Hence for AriStoteliaDl
well as for utilitarians, the good is social.
With these teleological approaches in mind, consider again
question about tbe morality of making false promises. What
a utilitarian say? A utilitarian would probably say, "It dependa.
The acc:umulated wisdom of the human race indicates that
behavior tends to generate more harm than good for all co'IlC<~~
so you should probably stan with the idea that making a
promise is a bad thing to do. On the other hand, if you have ~
reason to think that, in the panicular circumstances, the net
that will come of your making a false promise-net good for
concerned, not just for you-will be greater than the net good
will come of your avoiding such a promise. then you have
reason to consider tbe making of a false promise morally good •
this instance. (A utilitarian who would respond in this
generally called an act utilitarian, as opposed to a rule utiliwi·..........
distinction that you needn't bother with here.)
What would an Aristotelian say? An Aristotelian would
ably point out that we are by nature oriented toward using spe_
to promote a number of social ends, such as sharing know
facilitating cooperation, and fostering mutual trust. The use

~ that is under consid~tio? (makin.g a false promise~ d~
DOt fit in with our natural onentatton and, m fact, works agamst It.
lt is an action that moves us away from the human good rather
than toward it. It is a bad thing to do.
Now let's get out the analytic knife and split ethical thinking
one more time, this time intO "action-centered" thinking and
..virtue-centered" thinking. Your thinking is action-centered when
you focus on particular actions or on specific kinds of actions and
ask whether those actions are ethically good or bad, and based on
what criteria. Needless to say, the specific kinds of actions that you
can ask about are numerous, and if your focus is on particular
actions rather than on kinds (for example. all the actions that come
iato question on your life's journey, or all the actions that come up
for consideration in map ethi~.g., in a case-study approach),
the Dumber of foci is limitless. For practical reasons, you won't
attempt the impossible task of inquiring about every conceivable
action. You'll confine your attention to as many examples as you
Deed to get a grasp on how different ethical systems apply. eir
principles. Perhaps in the process you'll find yourself modlfymg
the principles of a given system (for example, you might try to find
a way to safeguard minority interests within a basically utilitarian
approach); perhaps you'll find yourself shifting your own allegiance from one ethical approach to another (for example, you
might decide that minority interests cannot logically be safeguarded within a utilitarian approach and that, accordingly, the
utilitarian approach should be jettisoned). In any case, the thrust
of your ethical thinking will be to throw ethical light on various
actions and to find a guide for the decisions that determine your
actions.
In a vinue-centered approach, the focus is not on the actions
themselves but on the habits that underlie actions. If you are virtue~tered, you believe that in tbe actual living of a good life, cultivating good habits is more important than simply learning the
decision-making technique that might be associated with aetioncentered ethics. So your inquiry is focused on the sources, the
nature, and the purposes of habit. What kinds of habits are good
habits Or virtues? What kinds of habits are bad habits or vices? Are
virtues meant to facilitate a sort of automatic following of rules
<bence, useful in a deontological framework)? Are virtues meant to
letve the attainment of life's goal (hence, useful in a teleological
!runework)?
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Aristotle provides the classic example of virtue-eentered

within a teleological framework. In Aristotle's view. u
above, the goal of life is happiness, understood as an
condition involving the full development and actuation of
nature. How do you develop and actuate your nature? By
oping virtues and living out of them. Virtues are stable dis
that facilitate your living in accord with your nature in ;1
spontaneous, and enjoyable way. If you don't develop villtue.
might live in accord with your nature part of the time, bUlt
nothing in you to ensure constancy in that. Moreover.
virtue, you might find that even wben you act in a way that
with human nature, you experience it as "going against the
since the "grain" might consist of a set of bad habits that
to a son of antinature within you. Consider. for example, whit
is like when you have and when you don't have the virtue
ancient Greeks called temperance. If you have the virtw~ of
perance, you are disposed to consume food and drink mo
in ways and in amounts that are healthy and that harmolUze
the other activities that a full human life involves. When you
the vinue, you mjoy being moderate, and you don't take:
in eating too much or drinking too much. Moderation comes
for you and frees you up for other things in life. On the
hand, when you don't have temperance, you might eat aDd
moderately part of the time, and the rest of the time you
you had. Moreover. if you have developed a habit of
sumption, moderation is neither easy nor enjoyable. BUt the
isfaetions that attend your overconsumption are shon-lived
bring in their wake a host of health problems and a gene.ral
ing of your range of activity. Hence, an Aristotelian might
you should include virtue in your ethical thinking and 'DOl
home without it.
What virtues are there? Aristotle divides virtues into ct'
tual n and "moral." Intellectual virtues are those habits of
that facilitate our movement toward the good of the miDIL
truth. Moral virtues are those habits of feeling and
facilitate our movement toward the good in practical, SQCjia!
There are as many different moral virtues as there arc:
arenas of life or specific "parts" of consciousness that are
served by the development of habits. (For example. the .
courage is peninent to those times and places when you
deal with the dangerous and the difficult andlor conunl
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What those habits ha"e in common, according to Aristotle. is a
6position toward the mean (the golden mean. as it was later
coiled). The mean is a degree or a kind nf feeling, willing, or doing
... avoids both exceSs and defect. It is not a fixed quantity or
IDIDftbing that can be figured out with a mathematical formula. It
CIII vary from situation to situation. If you have prudence (a son
of master vinue) in a specific area of human activity, you will see
the mean, and if you have whatever other virtue is called for, you
will live it. If you have neither, you're in trouble. (There are times
ill dealing with the da.J1gerous and difficult when courage calls for
...,.ding finn and times when courage calls for walking away. If
J'OU have courage, YO\l'II know what the mean is and hit iL If you
....·t have courage. ask a prudent person for advice. If you can't
iad a prudent person, run.)
U you want to go funher into Aristotle's list of virtues, you can
~ 10 by reading his Nicomachean Ethics. Alternatively. or additionaIJ.y, you can devise your own list by asking yourself what
toni of virtues seem to be especially called for in the contemporary
world. You may weU end up with a list quite different from that of
Aristotle, since the societies served by the virtues differ markedly.
Uthe IWTator of ZA{M were devising such a list. we would probIIoIy find the virtues of "caring" and "peace of mind" high on it.
L.!_~ore we move 01'1 from our brief perusal of ethics to an even
_cr. p<rusal nf aestbecics, you might find this a good time '0
~er Phaedrus' rage against Aristotle. Phaedrus sees in Ar~'s ~nking ~ trernendous demotion of Quality. That demolIOn firs! IS n~ted m Aristotle's approach to rhetoric (which is the
eaaten In. which, on phaedrus' reading, Quality makes an appearIDee. and IS celebrat<d by the Sophists). As Phaedrus sees it, by
:&:g rhetoric a brm.ch of Practical Science. Aristotle isolates it
.
any Concern 'With Truth or Good or Beauty, except as deto throw into an argument" (ZMM, p. 329). You might note
IIbies~t f?r Aristotle ethics is a branch of Practical Science, and
... ~ quite clearly concerned with good. Why does Phaedrus say
. .Arist~de's Practical Science is unconcerned with Good? If you
~gIV~ Phaedrus the benefit of the doubt. you can say that in
•
.Scl~nce, Aristotle may be concerned with the human good
~ obJectl~e of hurtlan striving. but he is not concerned with
~ ,a kind. of prUnary m~taphysical reality. in the way that
. s 9"ality IS. Otherwtse, ynu can say with the narrator
.....
III dealing with Mistode, Phaedrus is "unfair" because he has

:=
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"an axe to grind" (ZMM, p. 328). That unfairness appears
when Phaedrus notes that Aristode deals with the Good. ill
relatively minor hranch of knowl,dge called ethics" (ZMM.
3"). Is ethics really a minor branch of knowledge for Aristotlel
is in the context of ethics that Aristode discusses the place of
practieal and theoretieal knowledg. in human life. In that ~_
(in favor of Phaedrus' interpretatioo), Aristode pays high
to theoretical knowledge and sees it as intrinsically higher
practieal knowledge. On the other hand (against Phaedr..' .
pretation), Aristode sees a life focwed on theoretical knowledp
divine rather than human. The hHrn4n good requires aetioa
attention to practical knowledge.
At least in part, and perhaps in large part. Phaedrus'
;against Aristode is an aesthetic one. From Phaedrus' view
Aristoue takes arete, all-around excellence (ZMM, p. 341),
thing to be known intuitively and appreciated holistically,
chops it up into a bunch of raeonallr divisible vUtue5--'QDd me
result is ugly.

re.:::

AESTHETICS
(f one face of Value is moral goodness, another face of V.
>eauty, the traditional concern of aesthetics (derived from il
.vord for "sensory perception"). As the word "aesthetics"
;ests, beauty emerges on the sensory level. Does it stay
rou think it does, you will agree with the saying, "Beauty: iJ
:kin deep," since the senses of themselves seem to get no
'han surfaces. You might also agree with the saying, uBeauq·
he eye of the beholder," if you think that beauty's emetgeace
he sensory level is due to the fact thu it properly exists in .
lXperience and nowhere else.
Does beauty stay on the sensory level? Both our exp •
iDd our language suggest that it doesn't. Doesn't that which
cill beautiful evoke feelings that are more than sensations or
eptions? Isn't there a sense in which things grasped in,tel.~..
can have a kind of beauty-what ZMM's narrator would call"
!C" beauty-that is associated with order and clarity? Can a
matical equation be beautiful? Poincare would certainly.,
aJd he's certainly not alone. And what about spiritual
",ren't there ideals that draw us by their beauty? Aren't
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people whom we call beautiful not because of the way they attract
• on the sensory level but because of the way they live? Doesn't
indicate that we Usee" (nonsensorily) a beauty beneath the
surface? It seems that beauty, as we experience it, can have many
modes and exist on many levels. To express this in terms of Ian·
page. we can say that "beauty" is an analogical tenn: It can be
used in different ways in different contexts. Perhaps it is fair to say
that if "beauty" is an analogical term, the primary analogue is
beauty on the sensory level, beauty as the kind of thing we expe-

mat

rience when we take in a particularly marve10w Rocky Mountain
IIID5et

and say ''"Wow!''

We can press this business of analogy a bit further and ask how
it works. Is there some element that is present in a prominent or
llriking way on the level of the primary analogue (the level of
-..sory beauty) and which is also present in a different way or to

• different degree on other levels of beauty? Is there some common
elemen, that makes all kinds of heautiful things beautiful? If there
ill not a common element, is there at least a "family resemblance"?
('Ibe notion of a "family resemblance, >J as it is used in linguistic
philosophy, is itself the result of an analogy. Just as we can see a
lllanblance among members of the same family even though there
iI DOt a single feature that all members have in common, so we can
lee a family resemblance among the distinct uses of certain words,
I'ft!D though there is not a single feature that all the uses have in
CIDIDmon.) Is there a common element or a family resemblance
~ such disparately beautiful things as an ocean sunset, a ster~ perfonnance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, a cherished
pece of writing, a motorcycle ride in the country? (I'm going to
that question hanging-for now •..)
h beauty only in the eye of the beholder? Here comes the
~ect-object question again, popping up its ugly head, right here
~ the COntext of talk about the beautiful. It is clear that the expeof beauty is in the subject of the experience, in the "eye of
.beholder." However, it seems equally clear that when we exl*imce beauty, we experience something as beautiful and we say
that, that something is beautiful. What do we mean by this? We
~t mean that we have made a metaphysical discovery about a
·,~.o.f reality. Nor are we calling attention to certain cognitional
~::es through which an entity called beauty might be ranonally
Dot
are not making a metaphysical statement and we are
tnaking an epistemological statement. We are making an aes·

::a

"!Ie
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